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1

Introduction

A 2015 algorithm breaks dimension-N SVP (under plausible assumptions) in time 2(c+o(1))N
as N → ∞ with c ≈ 0.292. See [16]. For comparison, the best algorithm known just five
years earlier had a much worse c ≈ 0.415, and the best algorithm known just ten years before
that took time 2Θ(N log N ) .
Gentry’s original FHE system at STOC 2009, with standard “cyclotomic” choices of rings,
is now known (again under plausible assumptions) to be broken in polynomial time by a
quantum algorithm. See [27]. Peikert claimed in 2015 that the weakness in Gentry’s system
was specific to Gentry’s short generators and inapplicable to Ideal-SVP:
Although cyclotomics have a lot of structure, nobody has yet found a way to
exploit it in attacking Ideal-SVP/BDD . . . For commonly used rings, principal
ideals are an extremely small fraction of all ideals. . . . The weakness here is not
so much due to the structure of cyclotomics, but rather to the extra structure of
principal ideals that have short generators.
However, the attack was then combined with further features of cyclotomics to break Ideal1/2+o(1)
SVP (again under plausible assumptions) with approximation factor 2N
, a terrifying
N 1+o(1)
advance compared to the previous 2
. See [39].
As these attack examples illustrate, the security of lattice-based cryptography is not well
understood. There are serious risks of further advances in
• SVP algorithms,
• algorithms that exploit the “approximation factors” used in cryptography,
• algorithms that exploit the structure of cryptographic problems such as LWE,
• algorithms that exploit the multiplicative structure of efficient cryptographic problems
such as Ring-LWE,
• algorithms that exploit the structure of these problems for the specific rings chosen by
users, and
• algorithms to break cryptosystems without breaking these problems.
The point of this submission is that the attack surface in lattice-based cryptography can be
significantly reduced with only a minor loss of efficiency. In fact, despite the extra security
criteria imposed below, the two cryptosystems in this submission are two of the smallest and
fastest lattice-based cryptosystems.

2

General algorithm specification (part of 2.B.1)

This submission provides two KEMs: “Streamlined NTRU Prime” and “NTRU LPRime”.
Description modularized for round 2, and CCA transforms modified.
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2.1

Shared notation

In each system defined below, three of the parameters are a prime number p, a prime number
q, and a positive integer w. The parameter restrictions below imply that q ≥ 17, that w ≤ p,
and that xp − x − 1 is irreducible in the polynomial ring (Z/q)[x].
We abbreviate the ring Z[x]/(xp − x − 1), the ring (Z/3)[x]/(xp − x − 1), and the field
(Z/q)[x]/(xp − x − 1) as R, R/3, and R/q respectively. We refer to an element of R as
small if all of its coefficients are in {−1, 0, 1}, and weight w if exactly w of its coefficients
are nonzero. Define Short as the set of small weight-w elements of R.
Define Rounded as the set of polynomials r0 + r1 x + · · · + rp−1 xp−1 ∈ R where each
coefficient ri is in {−(q − 1)/2, . . . , −6, −3, 0, 3, 6, . . . , (q − 1)/2} for q ∈ 1 + 3Z, or in
{−(q + 1)/2, . . . , −6, −3, 0, 3, 6, . . . , (q + 1)/2} for q ∈ 2 + 3Z.
Define Round : R/q → Rounded as follows: if ai ∈ {−(q − 1)/2, . . . , (q − 1)/2}, and ri is the
element of 3Z closest to ai , then Round(a0 + a1 x + · · · + ap−1 xp−1 ) = r0 + r1 x + · · · + rp−1 xp−1 .
Note that Round(r) = r + e for some small e ∈ R.
Further notation varies between Streamlined NTRU Prime and NTRU LPRime, as summarized in the following tables. The underlining distinguishes mathematical objects such as
SecretKeys = Short × R/3 or SecretKeys = Short from sets of strings such as SecretKeys.
Streamlined
NTRU Prime Core
public-key space PublicKeys = R/q
secret-key space SecretKeys
= Short × R/3
input space
Inputs = Short
ciphertext
Ciphertexts
space
= Rounded
key generation
KeyGen
public-key
Encrypt
operation
secret-key
Decrypt
operation
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Streamlined
NTRU Prime
PublicKeys0 = PublicKeys
SecretKeys0 = SecretKeys ×
PublicKeys × Inputs
not applicable (KEM)
Ciphertexts0
= Ciphertexts × Confirm
KeyGen0
Encap
Decap

public-key
space
secret-key
space
input space
ciphertext
space
key generation
public-key
operation
secret-key
operation

2.2

NTRU LPRime
Core
PublicKeys =
R/q × Rounded
SecretKeys = Short
Inputs = {0, 1}I
Ciphertexts =
Rounded × (Z/τ )I
KeyGen
Encrypt

NTRU LPRime
NTRU LPRime
Expand
PublicKeys0 =
PublicKeys00 = PublicKeys0
Seeds × Rounded
SecretKeys = Short SecretKeys0 = SecretKeys ×
PublicKeys0 × Inputs
Inputs = {0, 1}I
not applicable (KEM)
Ciphertexts =
Ciphertexts0 =
Rounded × (Z/τ )I Ciphertexts × Confirm
KeyGen0
KeyGen00
Encrypt0
Encap

Decrypt

Decrypt

Decap

Shared theorems

Theorem 1. Fix integers p ≥ 3 and w ≥ 1. Let g ∈ Z[x] be a polynomial of degree at
most p − 1 with each coefficient in {−1, 0, 1}. Let i be an integer with 0 ≤ i < p. Then
xi g mod xp − x − 1 has each coefficient in {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2}.
Pp−1
j
Proof. Write g as
j=0 gj x . By assumption g0 , g1 , . . . , gp−1 ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Observe that
p
xg mod x − x − 1 = gp−1 + (g0 + gp−1 )x + g1 x2 + · · · + gp−2 xp−1 , which has g0 + gp−1 ∈
{−2, −1, 0, 1, 2} and all other coefficients in {−1, 0, 1}. More generally, for 0 ≤ i < p, we
get xi g mod xp − x − 1 = gp−i + (gp−i + gp−i−1 )x + · · · + (gp−2 + gp−1 )xi−1 + (gp−1 + g0 )xi +
g1 xi+1 + · · · + gp−i−1 xp−1 with all coefficients in {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2}.
Theorem 2. Fix integers p ≥ 3 and w ≥ 1. Let r, g ∈ Z[x] be polynomials of degree at most
p − 1 with all coefficients in {−1, 0, 1}. Assume that r has at most w nonzero coefficients.
Then gr mod xp − x − 1 has each coefficient in the interval [−2w, 2w].
P
i
Proof. Write r as p−1
ri ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Define S = {i : ri 6= 0}; then S
i=0 ri x . By assumption
P
has at most w elements, and r = i∈S ri xi . Each coefficient of xi gP
mod xp − x − 1 is in the
range [−2, 2] by Theorem 2. Each coefficient of rg mod xp −x−1 = i∈S ri xi g mod xp −x−1
is therefore in the range [−2w, 2w].
Theorem 3. Fix integers p ≥ 3 and w ≥ 1. Let m, r, f, g ∈ Z[x] be polynomials of degree
at most p − 1 with all coefficients in {−1, 0, 1}. Assume that f and r each have at most
w nonzero coefficients. Then 3f m + gr mod xp − x − 1 has each coefficient in the interval
[−8w, 8w].
Proof. By Theorem 2, gr mod xp − x − 1 has each coefficient in the interval [−2w, 2w], and
f m mod xp − x − 1 has each coefficient in the interval [−2w, 2w].
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2.3

Streamlined NTRU Prime

Streamlined NTRU Prime has two layers. The inner layer is Streamlined NTRU Prime
Core, a perfectly correct deterministic PKE. The outer layer is Streamlined NTRU Prime,
a perfectly correct KEM.
Applications are expected to use solely the outer layer. We present the two layers separately
to assist reviewers and implementors.
2.3.1

Streamlined NTRU Prime Core parameter space

Streamlined NTRU Prime Core has parameters (p, q, w) subject to the following restrictions:
p is a prime number; q is a prime number; w is a positive integer; 2p ≥ 3w; q ≥ 16w + 1;
xp − x − 1 is irreducible in the polynomial ring (Z/q)[x].
2.3.2

Streamlined NTRU Prime Core key generation

Define PublicKeys = R/q and SecretKeys = Short×R/3. The following randomized algorithm
KeyGen outputs an element of PublicKeys × SecretKeys:
• Generate a uniform random small element g ∈ R. Repeat this step until g is invertible
in R/3. (There are various standard ways to test invertibility: for example, one can
check divisibility of g by the irreducible factors of xp − x − 1 modulo 3, or one can
deduce invertibility as a side effect of various algorithms to compute 1/g in R/3.)
• Compute 1/g in R/3.
• Generate a uniform random f ∈ Short. (Note that f is nonzero and hence invertible
in R/q, since w ≥ 1.)
• Compute h = g/(3f ) in R/q. (By assumption q is a prime larger than 3, so 3 is
invertible in R/q, so 3f is invertible in R/q.)
• Output (h, (f, 1/g)) ∈ PublicKeys × SecretKeys.
2.3.3

Streamlined NTRU Prime Core encryption

Define Inputs = Short and Ciphertexts = Rounded. The following deterministic algorithm
Encrypt maps Inputs × PublicKeys to Ciphertexts:
• Input r ∈ Inputs and h ∈ PublicKeys.
• Compute hr ∈ R/q.
• Output Round(hr).
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2.3.4

Streamlined NTRU Prime Core decryption

The following deterministic algorithm Decrypt maps Ciphertexts × SecretKeys to Inputs:
• Input c ∈ Ciphertexts and (f, v) ∈ Short × R/3.
• Compute 3f c ∈ R/q. (One can multiply c by 3 and then by f , or multiply c by a
precomputed 3f , or multiply c by f and then by 3.)
• View each coefficient of 3f c in R/q as an integer between −(q − 1)/2 and (q − 1)/2,
and then reduce modulo 3, obtaining a polynomial e ∈ R/3.
• Multiply by v in R/3.
• Lift ev in R/3 to a small polynomial r0 ∈ R.
• Output r0 if r0 has weight w. Otherwise output (1, 1, . . . , 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0). (Implementors
must be careful to avoid leaking secret information through side channels, and in
particular must avoid implementing the weight test here as a branch.)
Theorem 4. Assume that KeyGen() outputs (h, k) ∈ PublicKeys × SecretKeys.
Decrypt(Encrypt(r, h), k) = r for each r ∈ Inputs.

Then

Proof. By definition of SecretKeys, k has the form (f, v) with f ∈ Short and v ∈ R/3. By
definition of KeyGen, v = 1/g for some small g ∈ R, and h = g/(3f ) in R/q.
Define c = Encrypt(r, h). Then c = Round(hr) ∈ Rounded by definition of Encrypt; i.e., c
is obtained by rounding the coefficients of hr, viewed as integers between −(q − 1)/2 and
(q − 1)/2, to the nearest multiples of 3. Hence c = m + hr in R/q, where m is small; so
3f c = 3f m + 3f hr = 3f m + gr in R/q.
To finish we trace through Decrypt(c, k). All coefficients of the polynomial 3f m + gr in
R are in [−8w, 8w] by Theorem 3, and thus in [−(q − 1)/2, (q − 1)/2] since q ≥ 16w + 1.
Viewing each coefficient of 3f c in R/q as an integer in [−(q − 1)/2, (q − 1)/2] thus produces
exactly 3f m + gr ∈ R, and reducing modulo 3 produces gr ∈ R/3; i.e., e = gr in R/3, so
ev = e/g = r in R/3. Lifting now produces exactly r since r is small; i.e., r0 = r. Also r has
weight w, so r0 has weight w, and Decrypt(c, k) outputs r.
2.3.5

Streamlined NTRU Prime parameter space

Streamlined NTRU Prime has the Streamlined NTRU Prime Core parameters, plus the
following parameters:
• sets SessionKeys, Confirm, PublicKeys, SecretKeys, Inputs, Ciphertexts of strings, each set
being the set of all strings of a specified length;
• deterministic encoding algorithms PublicKeys → PublicKeys, SecretKeys → SecretKeys,
Inputs → Inputs, and Ciphertexts → Ciphertexts;
• deterministic decoding algorithms PublicKeys → PublicKeys, SecretKeys → SecretKeys,
Inputs → Inputs, and Ciphertexts → Ciphertexts that always invert encoding;
9

• a deterministic algorithm HashConfirm : Inputs × PublicKeys → Confirm; and
• a deterministic algorithm HashSession : {0, 1} × Inputs × Ciphertexts × Confirm →
SessionKeys.
2.3.6

Streamlined NTRU Prime key generation

The following randomized algorithm KeyGen0 outputs an element of PublicKeys×SecretKeys0 ,
where SecretKeys0 = SecretKeys × PublicKeys × Inputs:
• Compute (K, k) ← KeyGen().
• Encode K as a string K ∈ PublicKeys.
• Encode k as a string k ∈ SecretKeys.
• Generate a uniform random ρ ∈ Inputs.
• Output (K, (k, K, ρ)).
Modification after round 1: The secret key now contains a ρ component used for implicit
rejection.
2.3.7

Streamlined NTRU Prime encapsulation

The following randomized algorithm Encap, given an element of PublicKeys, outputs an
element of Ciphertexts0 × SessionKeys, where Ciphertexts0 = Ciphertexts × Confirm:
• Input K ∈ PublicKeys. Decode K, obtaining K ∈ PublicKeys.
• Generate a uniform random r ∈ Inputs. Encode r as a string r ∈ Inputs.
• Compute c = Encrypt(r, K) ∈ Ciphertexts. Encode c as a string c ∈ Ciphertexts.
• Compute C = (c, HashConfirm(r, K)) ∈ Ciphertexts × Confirm.
• Output (C, HashSession(1, r, C)).
Modification after round 1: HashConfirm is now given access to the public key K as an
extra input, and HashSession is now given access to the ciphertext C as an extra input.
2.3.8

Streamlined NTRU Prime decapsulation

The following deterministic algorithm Decap, given an element of Ciphertexts0 × SecretKeys0 ,
outputs an element of SessionKeys:
• Input C = (c, γ) ∈ Ciphertexts × Confirm and (k, K, ρ) ∈ SecretKeys × PublicKeys ×
Inputs.
• Decode c, obtaining c ∈ Ciphertexts.
• Decode k, obtaining k ∈ SecretKeys.
10

• Compute r0 = Decrypt(c, k) ∈ Inputs.
• Compute r0 , c0 , c0 , C 0 as in Encap.
• If C 0 = C then output HashSession(1, r, C). Otherwise output HashSession(0, ρ, C).
(The choice between these two outputs is secret information.)
Modification after round 1: Rejection is now implicit instead of explicit.

2.4

NTRU LPRime

NTRU LPRime has three layers. The inner layer is NTRU LPRime Core, a perfectly correct randomized PKE. The middle layer is NTRU LPRime Expand, a perfectly correct
deterministic PKE. The outer layer is NTRU LPRime, a perfectly correct KEM.
Applications are expected to use solely the outer layer. We present the three layers separately
to assist reviewers and implementors.
2.4.1

NTRU LPRime Core parameter space

NTRU LPRime Core has parameters (p, q, w, δ, I) subject to the following restrictions: p is
a prime number; q is a prime number; w, δ, I are positive integers; 2p ≥ 3w; I is a multiple
of 8; p ≥ I; q ≥ 16w + 2δ + 3; xp − x − 1 is irreducible in the polynomial ring R/q.
NTRU LPRime Core also has the following parameters: a positive integer τ ; a deterministic
algorithm Top : Z/q → Z/τ ; and a deterministic algorithm Right : Z/τ → Z/q such that the
difference Right(Top(C)) − C ∈ Z/q is in {0, 1, . . . , δ} for each C ∈ Z/q.
2.4.2

NTRU LPRime Core key generation

Define PublicKeys = R/q × Rounded and SecretKeys = Short. The following randomized
algorithm KeyGen outputs an element of PublicKeys × SecretKeys:
• Generate a uniform random G ∈ R/q. (NTRU LPRime Expand will replace the
randomness used in this step with output of a specific RNG.)
• Generate a uniform random a ∈ Short.
• Compute aG ∈ R/q.
• Output ((G, Round(aG)), a) ∈ PublicKeys × SecretKeys.
2.4.3

NTRU LPRime Core encryption

Define Inputs = {0, 1}I and Ciphertexts = Rounded × (Z/τ )I . The following randomized
algorithm Encrypt maps Inputs × PublicKeys to Ciphertexts:
11

• Input r = (r0 , r1 , . . . , rI−1 ) ∈ Inputs and (G, A) ∈ PublicKeys.
• Generate a uniform random b ∈ Short. (NTRU LPRime Expand will replace the
randomness used in this step with output of a specific RNG.)
• Compute bG in R/q.
• Compute bA in R/q. (Only the bottom I coefficients of bA, the coefficients
(bA)0 , (bA)1 , . . . , (bA)I−1 of x0 , x1 , . . . , xI−1 respectively, will be used; other coefficients
do not need to be computed.)
• Compute T = (T0 , T1 , . . . , TI−1 ) ∈ (Z/τ )I as follows: Tj = Top((bA)j + rj (q − 1)/2).
• Output (Round(bG), T ) ∈ Ciphertexts.
2.4.4

NTRU LPRime Core decryption

The following deterministic algorithm Decrypt maps Ciphertexts × SecretKeys to Inputs:
• Input (B, T ) ∈ Rounded × (Z/τ )I and a ∈ SecretKeys.
• Compute aB in R/q. (Only the bottom I coefficients of aB will be used.)
0
∈ {0, 1} as follows. View Right(Tj ) − (aB)j + 4w + 1 ∈ Z/q
• Compute r00 , r10 , . . . , rI−1
as an integer between −(q − 1)/2 and (q − 1)/2. Then rj0 is the sign bit of this integer:
1 if the integer is negative, otherwise 0.
0
• Output (r00 , r10 , . . . , rI−1
) ∈ Inputs.

Theorem 5. Assume that KeyGen() outputs (P, a) ∈ PublicKeys×SecretKeys. Fix r ∈ Inputs.
Assume that Encrypt(r, P ) outputs C. Then Decrypt(C, a) = r.
Proof. By definition of KeyGen, P has the form (G, Round(aG)) for some G ∈ R/q. Write
A = Round(aG); then A = aG + d in R/q for some small d ∈ R.
Write r as (r0 , r1 , . . . , rI−1 ). By definition of Encrypt, C has the form (Round(bG), T ) for some
b ∈ Short, where Tj = Top((bA)j + rj (q − 1)/2). Write B = Round(bG); then B = bG + e in
R/q for some small e ∈ R.
By definition of Right, the difference Right(Top(C)) − C is in {0, 1, . . . , δ} for each C ∈ Z/q.
In particular, Right(Top(Cj )) − Cj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , δ} where Cj = (bA)j + rj (q − 1)/2. Hence
Right(Tj ) − (aB)j + 4w + 1
= Right(Top(Cj )) − (a(bG + e))j + 4w + 1
= Right(Top(Cj )) − Cj + Cj − ((abG)j + (ae)j ) + 4w + 1
= Right(Top(Cj )) − Cj + (bA)j + rj (q − 1)/2 − ((abG)j + (ae)j ) + 4w + 1
= Right(Top(Cj )) − Cj + (baG)j + (bd)j + rj (q − 1)/2 − ((abG)j + (ae)j ) + 4w + 1
= Right(Top(Cj )) − Cj + (bd)j − (ae)j + 4w + 1 + rj (q − 1)/2 ∈ Z/q.
All coefficients of the polynomials bd and ae are in [−2w, 2w] by Theorem 2, since d, e are
small and a, b ∈ Short; so (bd)j −(ae)j +4w+1 ∈ {1, . . . , 8w + 1}. Also Right(Top(Cj ))−Cj ∈
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{0, 1, . . . , δ}. Hence Right(Tj ) − (aB)j + 4w + 1 ∈ rj (q − 1)/2 + {1, . . . , 8w + δ + 1}. Viewing
each coefficient of Right(Tj ) − (aB)j + 4w + 1 as an integer in [−(q − 1)/2, (q − 1)/2] thus
produces
• an integer in [1, 8w + δ + 1] if and only if rj = 0 and
• an integer in [−(q − 1)/2, −(q − 1)/2 + 8w + δ] if and only if rj = 1
because 8w + δ + 1 ≤ (q − 1)/2 by construction. Hence rj0 = rj inside Decrypt(C, a), so
Decrypt(C, a) = r.
2.4.5

NTRU LPRime Expand parameter space

NTRU LPRime Expand has the NTRU LPRime Core parameters, plus the following parameters: a finite nonempty set Seeds; a deterministic algorithm Generator : Seeds → R/q; and
a deterministic algorithm HashShort : Inputs → Short.
2.4.6

NTRU LPRime Expand key generation

Define PublicKeys0 = Seeds × Rounded. The following randomized algorithm KeyGen0 outputs
an element of PublicKeys0 × SecretKeys:
• Generate a uniform random S ∈ Seeds.
• Replace the uniform random G ∈ R/q with G = Generator(S) inside KeyGen(), obtaining ((G, Round(aG)), a) ∈ PublicKeys × SecretKeys.
• Output ((S, Round(aG)), a) ∈ PublicKeys0 × SecretKeys.
2.4.7

NTRU LPRime Expand encryption

The following deterministic algorithm Encrypt0 maps Inputs × PublicKeys0 to Ciphertexts:
• Input r ∈ Inputs and (S, A) ∈ Seeds × Rounded.
• Compute G = Generator(S).
• Replace the uniform random b ∈ Short with HashShort(r) inside Encrypt(r, (G, A)),
obtaining c ∈ Ciphertexts.
• Output c.
2.4.8

NTRU LPRime Expand decryption

NTRU LPRime Expand decryption is identical to NTRU LPRime Core decryption.
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2.4.9

NTRU LPRime parameter space

NTRU LPRime has the NTRU LPRime Expand parameters, plus the following parameters:
• sets SessionKeys, Confirm, PublicKeys0 , SecretKeys, Inputs, Ciphertexts of strings, each set
being the set of all strings of a specified length;
• deterministic encoding algorithms PublicKeys0 → PublicKeys0 , SecretKeys
SecretKeys, Inputs → Inputs, and Ciphertexts → Ciphertexts;

→

• deterministic decoding algorithms PublicKeys0 → PublicKeys0 , SecretKeys →
SecretKeys, Inputs → Inputs, and Ciphertexts → Ciphertexts that always invert encoding;
• a deterministic algorithm HashConfirm : Inputs × PublicKeys0 → Confirm; and
• a deterministic algorithm HashSession : {0, 1} × Inputs × Ciphertexts × Confirm →
SessionKeys.
2.4.10

NTRU LPRime key generation

The following randomized algorithm KeyGen00 outputs an element of PublicKeys0 ×SecretKeys0 ,
where SecretKeys0 = SecretKeys × PublicKeys0 × Inputs:
• Compute (K, k) ← KeyGen0 ().
• Encode K as a string K ∈ PublicKeys0 .
• Encode k as a string k ∈ SecretKeys.
• Generate a uniform random ρ ∈ Inputs.
• Output (K, (k, K, ρ)).
Modification after round 1: The secret key now contains the ρ component, which is used
for implicit rejection.
2.4.11

NTRU LPRime encapsulation

The following randomized algorithm Encap, given an element of PublicKeys0 , outputs an
element of Ciphertexts0 × SessionKeys, where Ciphertexts0 = Ciphertexts × Confirm:
• Input K ∈ PublicKeys0 .
• Decode K, obtaining K ∈ PublicKeys0 .
• Generate a uniform random r ∈ Inputs.
• Encode r as a string r ∈ Inputs.
• Compute c = Encrypt0 (r, K) ∈ Ciphertexts.
• Encode c as a string c ∈ Ciphertexts.
14

• Compute C = (c, HashConfirm(r, K)) ∈ Ciphertexts × Confirm.
• Output (C, HashSession(1, r, C)).
Modification after round 1: HashConfirm is now given access to the public key K as an
extra input, and HashSession is now given access to the ciphertext C as an extra input.
2.4.12

NTRU LPRime decapsulation

The following deterministic algorithm Decap, given an element of Ciphertexts0 × SecretKeys0 ,
outputs an element of SessionKeys:
• Input C = (c, γ) ∈ Ciphertexts × Confirm and (k, K, ρ) ∈ SecretKeys × PublicKeys0 ×
Inputs.
• Decode c, obtaining c ∈ Ciphertexts.
• Decode k, obtaining k ∈ SecretKeys.
• Compute r0 = Decrypt(c, k) ∈ Inputs.
• Compute r0 , c0 , c0 , C 0 as in Encap.
• If C 0 = C then output HashSession(1, r, C). Otherwise output HashSession(0, ρ, C).
(The choice between these two outputs is secret information.)
Modification after round 1: Rejection is now implicit instead of explicit.

3

List of parameter sets (part of 2.B.1)

Options expanded for round 2: There are now three sizes of parameter sets. Specifically:
• (p, q) = (761, 4591), with w = 286 for Streamlined NTRU Prime Core and w = 250
for NTRU LPRime Core (with the functions Top and Right defined below). These are
exactly the trapdoor functions from the round-1 submission.
• New smaller size: (p, q) = (653, 4621), with w = 288 for Streamlined NTRU Prime
Core and w = 252 for NTRU LPRime Core.
• New larger size: (p, q) = (857, 5167), with w = 322 for Streamlined NTRU Prime Core
and w = 281 for NTRU LPRime Core.
Each size has one Streamlined NTRU Prime parameter set and one NTRU LPRime parameter set, for a total of six parameter sets.
Encodings and hash details modified for round 2: The input to the confirmation hash
now includes (a hash of) the public key. The input to the session-key hash now includes
the ciphertext. Other hash details are modified. The encodings as strings are now more
space-efficient, and are defined in a unified way across sizes.
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3.1

Shared choices of parameters

The following definitions and parameter choices are shared by all six parameter sets.
Set of session keys. SessionKeys is the set of 32-byte strings.
Set of confirmation strings. Confirm is the set of 32-byte strings.
Hashing. Define Hash(z) as the first 32 bytes of SHA-512(z). Define Hashb for b ∈
{0, 1, . . . , 255} as Hash with the input prefixed by byte b: i.e., Hashb (z) = Hash(b, z).
General-purpose encoding of sequences of integers. We define deterministic algorithms Encode and Decode with the following properties.
Let M = (m0 , . . . , mn−1 ) and R = (r0 , . . . , rn−1 ) be sequences of integers. Assume that
0 ≤ ri < mi < 214 for each i. Then S = Encode(R, M ) is a sequence of bytes, and
Decode(Encode(R, M ), M ) = R. The length of S depends only on M , not on R. If S 0 is any
sequence of bytes of this length, then Decode(S 0 , M ) is a sequence of n integers, although
not necessarily in the same range as R.
The definitions of Encode and Decode are formally expressed in the Python language as
Figures 1 and 2 respectively. Encoding works as follows:
• If n = 0 then S is the empty sequence ().
• If n = 1 then S is r0 in little-endian form, with 2 bytes if m0 > 28 , or 1 byte if
28 ≥ m0 > 1, or 0 bytes if m0 = 1.
• If n ≥ 2 then S is a prefix followed by Encode(R0 , M 0 ), where R0 , M 0 have length
dn/2e. Specifically, each pair ri , ri+1 modulo mi , mi+1 for even i is merged into r =
ri + mi ri+1 modulo m = mi mi+1 , and then r, m are reduced to r0 , m0 with 0 < r0 <
m0 < 214 , producing an entry for R0 and an entry for M 0 respectively. Reduction means
that if m ≥ 214 then r mod 28 is appended to the prefix while r, m are replaced by
br/28 c, dm/28 e respectively; this is repeated 0, 1, or 2 times to reduce m to the correct
range. If n is odd then the final rn−1 , mn−1 are also included in R0 , M 0 .
We use these algorithms only for sequences M that have at most two values: more precisely,
m0 = · · · = mn−2 . Each parameter set involves, in total, only a logarithmic number of
different values. (The computations can be optimized accordingly. The recursion can be
eliminated in favor of iteration.)
Encoding of field elements. View each element of R/q as a polynomial r0 + r1 x +
· · · + rp−1 xp−1 with each ri ∈ {−(q − 1)/2, . . . , −1, 0, 1, . . . , (q − 1)/2}. Add (q − 1)/2 to
each coefficient to obtain a sequence of p elements of {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}. Apply Encode with
M = (q, . . . , q) to obtain a string.
Encoding of rounded field elements. All of our parameters have q ≡ 1 (mod 6),
so Rounded is the set of polynomials r0 + r1 x + · · · + rp−1 xp−1 with each ri ∈
{−(q − 1)/2, . . . , −3, 0, 3, . . . , (q − 1)/2}. Add (q − 1)/2 to each coefficient and divide
by 3 to obtain a sequence of p elements of {0, 1, . . . , (q − 1)/3}. Apply Encode with
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limit = 16384
def Encode(R,M):
if len(M) == 0: return []
S = []
if len(M) == 1:
r,m = R[0],M[0]
while m > 1:
S += [r%256]
r,m = r//256,(m+255)//256
return S
R2,M2 = [],[]
for i in range(0,len(M)-1,2):
m,r = M[i]*M[i+1],R[i]+M[i]*R[i+1]
while m >= limit:
S += [r%256]
r,m = r//256,(m+255)//256
R2 += [r]
M2 += [m]
if len(M)&1:
R2 += [R[-1]]
M2 += [M[-1]]
return S+Encode(R2,M2)
Figure 1: General-purpose encoding of sequences of integers. The lists R and M have the
same length, and 0 ≤ R[i] < M [i] < 214 for each i.

M = ((q − 1)/3 + 1, . . . , (q − 1)/3 + 1) to obtain a string.
Encoding of small ring elements. A small element r = r0 + r1 x + · · · + rp−1 xp−1 of R
is encoded as a dp/4e-byte string r as follows. View the polynomial in little-endian form as
a sequence of coefficients of x0 , x1 , . . . , xp−1 . Add 1 to each coefficient, obtaining a sequence
of p elements of {0, 1, 2}. Write each batch of 4 elements in little-endian form in radix 4,
obtaining a byte.

3.2

Shared choices of Streamlined NTRU Prime parameters

The following definitions and parameter choices are shared by the three Streamlined NTRU
Prime parameter sets.
Encoding of public keys. The encoding of public keys is the encoding of field elements.
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limit = 16384
def Decode(S,M):
if len(M) == 0: return []
if len(M) == 1: return [sum(S[i]*256**i for i in range(len(S)))%M[0]]
k = 0
bottom,M2 = [],[]
for i in range(0,len(M)-1,2):
m,r,t = M[i]*M[i+1],0,1
while m >= limit:
r,t,k,m = r+S[k]*t,t*256,k+1,(m+255)//256
bottom += [(r,t)]
M2 += [m]
if len(M)&1:
M2 += [M[-1]]
R2 = Decode(S[k:],M2)
R = []
for i in range(0,len(M)-1,2):
r,t = bottom[i//2]
r += t*R2[i//2]
R += [r%M[i]]
R += [(r//M[i])%M[i+1]]
if len(M)&1:
R += [R2[-1]]
return R
Figure 2: General-purpose decoding of sequences of integers. If the lists R and M have the
same length, and 0 ≤ R[i] < M [i] < 214 for each i, then Decode(Encode(R, M ), M ) = R.

Encoding of secret keys. The f component of a secret key is encoded as a small ring
element. The v = 1/g component of a secret key is encoded as a small ring element.
Encoding of inputs. Inputs is the set of dp/4e-byte strings. The encoding is the encoding
of small field elements. (One can, optionally, compress ρ by replacing it with an RNG seed,
at the expense of running the RNG to regenerate ρ. Another possibility that removes this
expense is to use a short ρ to overwrite Hash3 (r) in the definition of HashSession below.)
Encoding of ciphertexts. The encoding of ciphertexts is the encoding of rounded field
elements.
Confirmation hash. HashConfirm(r, K) is defined as Hash2 (Hash3 (r), Hash4 (K)) for each
r ∈ Inputs and each K ∈ PublicKeys.
Key-hash caching. Caching Hash4 (K) saves time when K is reused in encapsulation or
decapsulation. We cache Hash4 (K) at the end of secret keys.
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Session-key hash. HashSession(b, y, z) is defined as Hashb (Hash3 (y), z) for each b ∈ {0, 1},
each y ∈ Inputs, and each z ∈ Ciphertexts × Confirm.

3.3

Shared choices of NTRU LPRime parameters

The following definitions and parameter choices are shared by the three NTRU LPRime
parameter sets.
Top bits. The parameter τ is defined as 16.
There are two further parameters τ1 , τ0 that define the Top function.
For each
14
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C ∈ {−(q − 1)/2, . . . , (q − 1)/2}, Top(C) is defined as b(τ1 (C + τ0 ) + 2 )/2 c. The
parameters τ1 , τ0 are chosen so that Top(C) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 15}. This function from
{−(q − 1)/2, . . . , (q − 1)/2} to {0, 1, . . . , 15} induces a function Top : Z/q → Z/16.
There are also two parameters τ3 , τ2 that define the Right function. For each T ∈
{0, 1, . . . , 15}, Right(T ) is defined as τ3 T − τ2 ∈ Z/q. The parameters τ3 , τ2 are chosen
so that each C ∈ {−(q − 1)/2, . . . , (q − 1)/2} satisfies τ3 T − τ2 − C ∈ {0, 1, . . . , δ} where
T = b(τ1 (C + τ0 ) + 214 )/215 c; one can efficiently verify this property by checking each C.
This function from {0, 1, . . . , 15} to Z/q induces a function Right : Z/16 → Z/q.
Expansion. Define Expand(K), where K is a 32-byte string, as the first 4p bytes of AES256-CTR output using key K, starting with counter 0.
Set of seeds. Seeds is the set of 32-byte strings.
Mapping seeds to ring elements. For each K ∈ Seeds, Generator(K) ∈ R/q is defined
as follows:
• Compute the 4p-byte string Expand(K).
• View each 4 bytes of the string in little-endian form, obtaining p elements of
{0, 1, . . . , 232 − 1}.
• Reduce each of these elements modulo q, obtaining p elements of {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}.
• Obtain p elements of {−(q − 1)/2, . . . , (q − 1)/2} by subtracting (q − 1)/2 from each
integer.
• View these elements as a polynomial in little-endian form, namely Generator(K).
Number of input bits. I is 256, so Inputs = {0, 1}256 .
Encoding of inputs. Inputs is the set of 32-byte strings. An element r = (r0 , r1 , . . . , r255 ) ∈
Inputs is encoded as a string r ∈ Inputs in little-endian form: i.e., the first byte of r is
r0 + 2r1 + · · · + 128r7 , the next byte is r8 + 2r9 + · · · + 128r15 , etc.
Hashing inputs to short polynomials. For each r ∈ Inputs, HashShort(r) ∈ Short is
defined as follows:
• Compute K = Hash5 (r). Here r ∈ Inputs is the encoding of r defined above.
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• Compute the 4p-byte string Expand(K).
• View each 4 bytes of the string in little-endian form, obtaining p elements of
{0, 1, . . . , 232 − 1}.
• Clear the bottom bit of each of the first w integers; now each of those integers is 0
modulo 2.
• Set the bottom bit, and clear the next bit, of each of the remaining p − w integers;
now each of those integers is 1 modulo 4.
• Sort the integers.
• Reduce each integer modulo 4, and subtract 1, obtaining p elements of {−1, 0, 1}, of
which exactly w are nonzero.
• View these elements as a polynomial in little-endian form, namely HashShort(K).
Encoding of public keys. An element of PublicKeys0 has two components, S ∈ Seeds and
A ∈ Rounded. The S component is a 32-byte string by definition. The A component is
encoded as a rounded field element.
Encoding of secret keys. The encoding of secret keys is the encoding of small ring
elements.
Encoding of ciphertexts. An element of Ciphertexts has two components, B ∈ Rounded
and T ∈ (Z/τ )256 . The B component is encoded as a rounded field element. The T component is encoded in radix 16 in little-endian form as 128 bytes, with each element of Z/τ
viewed as an element of {0, 1, . . . , 15}: i.e., (T0 , T1 , . . . , T255 ) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 15}256 is encoded
as the bytes (T0 + 16T1 , T2 + 16T3 , . . . , T254 + 16T255 ).
Confirmation hash. HashConfirm(r, K) is defined as Hash2 (r, Hash4 (K)) for each r ∈ Inputs
and each K ∈ PublicKeys0 .
Key-hash caching. Caching Hash4 (K) saves time when K is reused in encapsulation or
decapsulation. We cache Hash4 (K) at the end of secret keys.
Session-key hash. HashSession(b, z) is defined as Hashb (z) for each b ∈ {0, 1} and each
z ∈ Inputs × Ciphertexts × Confirm.

3.4

Parameter set kem/sntrup653

Streamlined NTRU Prime with p = 653, q = 4621, and w = 288.

3.5

Parameter set kem/sntrup761

Streamlined NTRU Prime with p = 761, q = 4591, and w = 286.
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3.6

Parameter set kem/sntrup857

Streamlined NTRU Prime with p = 857, q = 5167, and w = 322.

3.7

Parameter set kem/ntrulpr653

NTRU LPRime with p = 653, q = 4621, w = 252, δ = 289, τ0 = 2175, τ1 = 113, τ2 = 2031,
τ3 = 290.

3.8

Parameter set kem/ntrulpr761

NTRU LPRime with p = 761, q = 4591, w = 250, δ = 292, τ0 = 2156, τ1 = 114, τ2 = 2007,
τ3 = 287.

3.9

Parameter set kem/ntrulpr857

NTRU LPRime with p = 857, q = 5167, w = 281, δ = 329, τ0 = 2433, τ1 = 101, τ2 = 2265,
τ3 = 324.

4

Design rationale (part of 2.B.1)

There are many different ideal-lattice-based public-key encryption schemes in the literature,
including many versions of NTRU; many Ring-LWE-based cryptosystems; and now Streamlined NTRU Prime and NTRU LPRime. These are actually many different points in a
high-dimensional space of possible cryptosystems. We give a unified description of the advantages and disadvantages of what we see as the most important options in each dimension,
in particular explaining the choices that we made in Streamlined NTRU Prime and NTRU
LPRime. Beware that there are many interactions between options. For example, using
Gaussian errors is incompatible with eliminating decryption failures, because there is always
a small probability of large samples combining with large values. Using truncated Gaussian
errors is compatible with eliminating decryption failures, but requires a much larger modulus
q. Neither of these options is compatible with the simple tight KEM that we use.

4.1

The ring

The choice of cryptosystem includes a choice of a monic degree-p polynomial P ∈ Z[x] and
a choice of a positive integer q. As in Section 2, we abbreviate the ring Z[x]/P as R, and
the ring (Z/q)[x]/P as R/q.
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Common choices of R/q are as follows:
• “NTRU Classic”: Rings of the form (Z/q)[x]/(xp − 1), where p is a prime and q is a
power of 2, are used in the original NTRU cryptosystem [54].
• “NTRU NTT”: Rings of the form (Z/q)[x]/(xp + 1), where p is a power of 2 and
q ∈ 1 + 2pZ is a prime, are used in typical “Ring-LWE-based” cryptosystems such as
[7].
• “NTRU Prime”: Fields of the form (Z/q)[x]/(xp − x − 1), where p is prime, are used
in this submission.
NTRU Prime uses a prime-degree number field with a large Galois group and an inert
modulus, minimizing the number of ring homomorphisms available to the attacker. As an
analogy, conservative prime-field discrete-logarithm systems also minimize the number of
ring homomorphisms available to the attacker.
We expect the future situation, like the current situation, to be a mix of the following three
scenarios:
• Some lattice-based systems are broken whether or not they have unnecessary homomorphisms. As an analogy, some discrete-logarithm systems are broken whether or not
they have unnecessary homomorphisms.
• Some lattice-based systems are unbroken whether or not they have unnecessary homomorphisms. As an analogy, some discrete-logarithm systems are unbroken whether or
not they have unnecessary homomorphisms.
• Some lattice-based systems are broken only if they have unnecessary homomorphisms.
As an analogy, some discrete-logarithm systems are broken only if they have unnecessary homomorphisms. Eliminating unnecessary homomorphisms rescues these systems,
and removes the need to worry about what attackers can do with these homomorphisms.
The current situation is that homomorphisms eliminated by NTRU Prime are used in the
following attack papers: [32], [46], [38], [34], [39], and [15]. See our “NTRU Prime” paper
for further details.

4.2

The public key

The receiver’s public key, which we call h, is an element of R/q.

4.3

Inputs and ciphertexts

In the original NTRU system, ciphertexts are elements of the form m + hr ∈ R/q. Here
h ∈ R/q is the public key as above, and m, r are small elements of R chosen by the sender.
Subsequent systems labeled as “NTRU” have generally extended ciphertexts to include ad22

send m + hr for small m, r and public h in ring R (“NTRU”)



cyclotomic,
power-of-2 index,
split modulus
(“NTRU NTT”)





cyclotomic,
prime index,
power-of-2 modulus
(“NTRU Classic”)

large Galois group,
prime degree,
inert modulus
(“NTRU Prime”)




random m



key h = d + aG
for small a, d,
public G
(“Noisy Product
NTRU NTT”)


Lyubashevsky–
Peikert–Regev
cryptosystem [68]





random m

random m



key h = d + aG
for small a, d,
public G
(“Rounded
Product
NTRU Prime”)

round hr to m + hr
(“Rounded
NTRU Prime”)



key h = g/f
for small f, g
(“Noisy Quotient
NTRU Classic”)





original NTRU
cryptosystem [54]

“NTRU LPRime”

key h = g/f 
for small f, g
(“Rounded
Quotient
NTRU Prime”)



“Streamlined
NTRU Prime”

ditional information, for various reasons explained below; but these cryptosystems all share
the same core design element, sending m + hr ∈ R/q where m, r are small secrets and h is
public. We suggest systematically using the name “NTRU” to refer to this design element,
and more specific names (e.g., “NTRU Classic” vs. “NTRU Prime”) to refer to other design
elements.
We refer to (m, r) as “input” rather than “plaintext” because in any modern public-key cryptosystem the input is randomized and is separated from the sender’s plaintext by symmetric
primitives such as hash functions. See Section 4.5.
In the original NTRU specification [54], m was allowed to be any element of R having all
coefficients in a standard range. The range was {−1, 0, 1} for all of the suggested parameters,
with q not a multiple of 3, and we focus on this case for simplicity (although we note that
some other lattice-based cryptosystems have taken the smaller range {0, 1}, or sometimes
larger ranges).
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Current NTRU Classic specifications such as [53] prohibit m that have an unusually small
number of 0’s or 1’s or −1’s. For random m, this prohibition applies with probability
<2−10 , and in case of failure the sender can try encoding the plaintext as a new m, but
this is problematic for applications with hard real-time requirements. The reason for this
prohibition is that NTRU Classic gives the attacker an “evaluate at 1” homomorphism
from R/q to Z/q, leaking m(1). The attacker scans many ciphertexts to find an occasional
ciphertext where the value m(1) is particularly far from 0; this value constrains the search
space for the corresponding m by enough bits to raise security concerns. In NTRU Prime,
R/q is a field, so this type of leak cannot occur.
Streamlined NTRU Prime actually uses a different type of ciphertext, which we call a
“rounded ciphertext”. The sender chooses a small r as input and computes hr ∈ R/q.
The sender obtains the ciphertext by rounding each coefficient of hr, viewed as an integer
between −(q −1)/2 and (q −1)/2, to the nearest multiple of 3. This ciphertext can be viewed
as an example of the original ciphertext m + hr, but with m chosen so that each coefficient
of m + hr is in a restricted subset of Z/q.
With the original ciphertexts, each coefficient of m + hr leaves 3 possibilities for the corresponding coefficients of hr and m. With rounded ciphertexts, each coefficient of m + hr
also leaves 3 possibilities for the corresponding coefficients of hr and m, except that the
boundary cases −(q − 1)/2 and (q − 1)/2 (assuming q ∈ 1 + 3Z) leave only 2 possibilities. In
a pool of 264 rounded ciphertexts, the attacker might find one ciphertext that has 15 of these
boundary cases out of 761 coefficients; these occasional exceptions have very little impact
on known attacks. It would be possible to randomize the choice of multiples of 3 near the
boundaries, but we prefer the simplicity of having the ciphertext determined entirely by r.
It would also be possible to prohibit ciphertexts at the boundaries, but as above we prefer
to avoid restarting the encryption process.
More generally, we say “Rounded NTRU” for any NTRU system in which m is chosen
deterministically by rounding hr to a standard subset of Z/q, and “Noisy NTRU” for the
original version in which m is chosen randomly. Rounded NTRU has two advantages over
Noisy NTRU. First, it reduces the space required to transmit m + hr. Second, the fact that
m is determined by r simplifies protection against chosen-ciphertext attacks; see Section 4.5.
[74, Section 4] used an intermediate non-deterministic possibility to provide some space
reduction for a public-key cryptosystem: first choose m randomly, and then round m + hr,
obtaining m0 + hr. The idea of rounded hr as a deterministic substitute for noisy m + hr
was introduced in [14] in the context of a symmetric-key construction, was used in [9] to
construct another public-key encryption system, and was further studied in [28] and [8]. All
of the public-key cryptosystems in these papers have ciphertexts longer than Noisy NTRU,
but applying the same idea to Noisy NTRU produces Rounded NTRU, which has shorter
ciphertexts.
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4.4

Key generation and decryption

In the original NTRU cryptosystem, the public key h has the form 3g/f in R/q, where f
and g are secret. Decryption computes f c = f m + 3gr, reduces modulo 3 to obtain f m, and
multiplies by 1/f to obtain m.
Streamlined NTRU Prime changes the position of the 3, taking h as g/(3f ) rather than 3g/f .
Decryption computes 3f c = 3f m + gr, reduces modulo 3 to obtain gr, and multiplies by 1/g
to obtain r. This change lets us compute (m, r) by first computing r and then multiplying
by h, whereas otherwise we would first compute m and then multiply by 1/h. One advantage
is that we skip computing 1/h; another advantage is that we need less space for storing a
key pair. This 1/h issue does not arise for NTRU variants that compute r as a hash of m,
but those variants are incompatible with rounded ciphertexts, as discussed in Section 4.5.
More generally, we say “Quotient NTRU” for NTRU with h computed as a ratio of two
secret small polynomials. An alternative is what we call “Product NTRU”, namely NTRU
with h of the form d + aG, where a and d are secret small polynomials. Here G ∈ R/q is
public, like h, but unlike h it does not need a hidden multiplicative structure: it can be,
for example, a standard chosen randomly by a trusted authority, or output of a long hash
function applied to a standard randomly chosen seed, or (as proposed in [7]) output of a long
hash function applied to a per-receiver seed supplied along with h as part of the public key.
Product NTRU does not allow the same decryption procedure as Quotient NTRU. The first
Product NTRU system, introduced by Lyubashevsky, Peikert, and Regev in [68] (originally
in talk slides in 2010), sends e + rG as additional ciphertext along with m + hr + M ,
where, as before, m and r are small polynomials, e is another small polynomial, and M
is a polynomial consisting of solely 0 or bq/2c in each position. The receiver computes
(m + hr + M ) − a(e + rG) = M + m + dr − ae, and rounds to 0 or bq/2c in each position,
obtaining M . Note that m + dr − ae is small, since all of m, d, r, a, e are small.
The ciphertext size here, two elements of R/q, can be improved in various ways. One can
replace hr with fewer coefficients, for example by summing batches of two or three coefficients
[80], before adding M and m. Rounded Product NTRU rounds hr+M to obtain m+hr+M ,
rounds rG to obtain e + rG, and (to similarly reduce key size) rounds aG to obtain d + aG.
Decryption continues to work even if m + hr + M is compressed to two bits per coefficient.
A disadvantage of Product NTRU is that r is used twice, exposing approximations to both rG
and hr. This complicates security analysis compared to simply exposing an approximation
to hr. State-of-the-art attacks against Ring-LWE, which reveals approximations to any
number of random public multiples of r, are significantly faster for many multiples than for
one multiple. Perhaps this indicates a broader weakness, in which each extra multiple hurts
security.
Quotient NTRU has an analogous disadvantage: if one moves far enough in the parameter
space [60] then state-of-the-art attacks distinguish g/f from random more efficiently than
they distinguish m + hr from random. Perhaps this indicates a broader weakness. On the
other hand, if one moves far enough in another direction in the parameter space [92], then
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g/f has a security proof.
We find both of these issues worrisome: it is not at all clear which of Product NTRU and
Quotient NTRU is a safer option.1 We see no way to simultaneously avoid both types of
complications. We have opted to present details of Streamlined NTRU Prime, an example
of Quotient NTRU Prime; and of NTRU LPRime, an example of Product NTRU Prime.
If exposing approximations to two multiples of r damages the security of Product NTRU,
perhaps exposing fewer bits does less damage. The compression techniques mentioned above,
such as replacing m + hr + M with fewer coefficients and releasing only a few top bits of
each coefficient, naturally expose fewer bits than uncompressed ciphertexts. NTRU LPRime
releases a few top bits of each of the bottom coefficients of m + hr + M , enough coefficients
to communicate a hard-to-guess input M .
The Quotient NTRU literature, except for the earliest papers, takes f of the form 1 + 3F ,
where F is small. This eliminates the multiplication by the inverse of f modulo 3. In
Streamlined NTRU Prime we have chosen to skip this speedup for two reasons. First, in
the long run we expect cryptography to be implemented in hardware, where a multiplication
in R/3 is far less expensive than a multiplication in R/q. Second, this speedup requires
noticeably larger keys and ciphertexts for the same security level, and this is important for
many applications, while very few applications will notice the CPU time for Streamlined
NTRU Prime.

4.5

Padding, KEMs, and the choice of q

In Streamlined NTRU Prime and NTRU LPRime we use the modern “KEM+DEM” approach introduced by Shoup; see [89]. This approach is much nicer for implementors than
previous approaches to public-key encryption. For readers unfamiliar with this approach, we
briefly review the analogous options for RSA encryption.
RSA maps an input m to a ciphertext me mod n, where (n, e) is the receiver’s public key.
When RSA was first introduced, its input m was described as the sender’s plaintext. This
was broken in reasonable attack models, leading to the development of various schemes to
build m as some combination of fixed padding, random padding, and a short plaintext;
typically this short plaintext is used as a shared secret key. This turned out to be quite
difficult to get right, both in theory (see, e.g., [90]) and in practice (see, e.g., [71]), although
it does seem possible to protect against arbitrary chosen-ciphertext attacks by building m
in a sufficiently convoluted way.
The “KEM+DEM” approach, specifically Shoup’s “RSA-KEM” in [89] (also called “Simple
1

Peikert claimed in [75], modulo terminology, that Product NTRU is “at least as hard” to break as
Quotient NTRU (and “likely strictly harder”). This claim ignores the possibility of attacks against the reuse
of r in Product NTRU. There are no theorems justifying Peikert’s claim, and we are not aware of an argument
that eliminating this reuse is less important than eliminating the g/f structure. For comparison, switching
from NTRU NTT and NTRU Classic to NTRU Prime eliminates structure used in some state-of-the-art
attacks without providing new structure used in other attacks.
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RSA”), is much easier:
• Choose a uniform random integer m modulo n. This step does not even look at the
plaintext.
• To obtain a shared secret key, simply apply a cryptographic hash function to m.
• Encrypt and authenticate the sender’s plaintext using this shared key.
Any attempt to modify m, or the plaintext, will be caught by the authenticator.
“KEM” means “key encapsulation mechanism”: me mod n is an “encapsulation” of the
shared secret key H(m). “DEM” means “data encapsulation mechanism”, referring to the
encryption and authentication using this shared secret key. Authenticated ciphers are normally designed to be secure for many messages, so H(m) can be reused to protect further
messages from the sender to the receiver, or from the receiver back to the sender. It is also
easy to combine KEMs, for example combining a pre-quantum KEM with a post-quantum
KEM, by simply hashing the shared secrets together.
When NTRU was introduced, its input (m, r) was described as a sender plaintext m combined
with a random r. This is obviously not secure against chosen-ciphertext attacks. Subsequent
NTRU papers introduced various mechanisms to build (m, r) as increasingly convoluted
combinations of fixed padding, random padding, and a short plaintext.
It is easy to guess that KEMs simplify NTRU, the same way that KEMs simplify RSA; we
are certainly not the first to suggest this. However, all the NTRU-based KEMs we have
found in the literature (e.g., [91] and [84]) construct the NTRU input (m, r) by hashing a
shorter input and verifying this hash during decapsulation; typically r is produced as a hash
of m. These KEMs implicitly assume that m and r can be chosen independently, whereas
rounded ciphertexts (see Section 4.3) have r as the sole input. It is also not clear that
generic-hash chosen-ciphertext attacks against these KEMs are as difficult as inverting the
NTRU map from input to ciphertext: the security theorems are quite loose.
We instead follow a simple generic KEM construction introduced in the earlier paper [42,
Section 6] by Dent, backed by a tight security reduction [42, Theorem 8] saying that generichash chosen-ciphertext attacks are as difficult as inverting the underlying function:
• Like RSA-KEM, this construction hashes the input, in our case r, to obtain the session
key.
• Decapsulation verifies that the ciphertext is the correct ciphertext for this input, preventing per-input ciphertext malleability.
• The KEM uses additional hash output for key confirmation, making clear that a ciphertext cannot be generated except by someone who knows the corresponding input.
Key confirmation might be overkill from a security perspective, since a random session
key will also produce an authentication failure; but key confirmation allows the KEM to be
audited without regard to the authentication mechanism, and adds only 3% to our ciphertext
size.
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Dent’s security analysis assumes that decryption works for all inputs. We achieve this in
Streamlined NTRU Prime by requiring q ≥ 16w + 1. Recall that decryption sees 3f m + gr
in R/q and tries to deduce 3f m + gr in R; the condition q ≥ 16w + 1 guarantees that
this works, since each coefficient of 3f m + gr in R is between −(q − 1)/2 and (q − 1)/2 by
Theorem 3. Taking different shapes of m, r, f, g, or changing the polynomial P = xp − x − 1,
would change the bound 16w + 1; for example, replacing g by 1 + 3G would change 16w + 1
into 24w + 3.
Similarly, NTRU LPRime takes q ≥ 16w + 2δ + 3 to avoid decryption failures. Sending along
merely top bits of m + hr + M means that there is an additional error, producing a slightly
worse bound than in the Streamlined NTRU Prime case. Another difference in details is
that decryption reconstructs only M , not m; NTRU LPRime chooses r deterministically2 as
a hash of M .
In lattice-based cryptography it is standard to take somewhat smaller values of q. The idea
is that coefficients in 3f m + gr are produced as sums of many +1 and −1 terms, and these
terms usually cancel, rather than conspiring to produce the maximum conceivable coefficient.
However, this idea led to attacks that exploited occasional decryption failures; see [56] and,
for an analogous attack on code-based cryptography using QC-MDPC codes, [50]. It is
common today to choose q so that decryption failures will occur with, e.g., probability 2−80 ;
but this does not meet Dent’s assumption that decryption always works. This nonzero
failure rate appears to account for most of the complications in the literature on NTRUbased KEMs. We prefer to guarantee that decryption works, making the security analysis
simpler and more robust.

4.6

The shape of small polynomials

As noted in Section 4.3, the coefficients of m are chosen from the limited range {−1, 0, 1}.
The NTRU literature [54, 58, 52, 53] generally puts the same limit on the coefficients of r, g,
and f , except that if f is chosen with the shape 1 + 3F (see Section 4.4) then the literature
puts this limit on the coefficients of F . Sometimes these “ternary polynomials” are further
restricted to “binary polynomials”, excluding coefficient −1.
The NTRU literature further restricts the Hamming weight of r, g, and f . Specifically, a
cryptosystem parameter is introduced to specify the number of 1’s and −1’s. For example,
there is a parameter t (typically called “d” in NTRU papers) so that r has exactly t coefficients equal to 1, exactly t coefficients equal to −1, and the remaining p − 2t coefficients
equal to 0. These restrictions allow decryption for smaller values of q (see Section 4.5),
saving space and time. Beware, however, that if t is too small then there are attacks; see
our security analysis in Section 6.
2

This requires another layer of security analysis beyond Dent’s security analysis. The core question is
whether it is hard to recover a random M from ciphertext and public key, when r is chosen randomly. The
next question, the extra layer, is whether it is hard to recover a random M from ciphertext and public key,
when r is chosen as a hash of M . The third question, addressed by Dent’s security analysis, is whether the
KEM is hard to break.
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In Streamlined NTRU Prime we keep the requirement that r have Hamming weight w = 2t,
and keep the requirement that these w nonzero coefficients are all in {−1, 1}, but we drop
the requirement of an equal split between −1 and 1. This allows somewhat more choices of r.
The same comments apply to f . Similarly, we require g to have all coefficients in {−1, 0, 1}
but the distribution is otherwise unconstrained. We also require that f and g be invertible
in R/q, which simply means nonzero given that P (x) is irreducible for NTRU Prime, and
that g be invertible in R/3.
These changes would affect the conventional NTRU decryption procedure: they expand
the typical size of coefficients of f m and gr, forcing larger choices of q to avoid noticeable
decryption failures. But we instead choose q to avoid all decryption failures (see Section 4.5),
and these changes do not expand our bound on the size of the coefficients of f m and gr.
In NTRU LPRime we similarly choose small weight-w polynomials with coefficients in
{−1, 0, 1} without restricting the distribution of −1 and 1 beyond the weight.
Elsewhere in the literature on lattice-based cryptography one can find larger coefficients:
consider, e.g., the quinary polynomials in [44], and the even wider range in [7]. In [92],
the coefficients of f and g are sampled from a very wide discrete Gaussian distribution,
allowing a proof regarding the distribution of g/f . However, this appears to produce worse
security for any given key size. Specifically, there are no known attack strategies blocked
by a Gaussian distribution, while the very wide distribution forces q to be very large to
enable decryption (see Section 4.5), producing a much larger key size (and ciphertext size)
for the same security level. Furthermore, wide Gaussian distributions are practically always
implemented with variable-time algorithms, creating security problems, as illustrated by the
successful cache-timing attacks in [31] and [77].

4.7

Modifications for round 2

The design rationale stated above is identical (modulo reference numbers) to the design
rationale stated in our round-1 submission. We are using the same trapdoor functions in
round 2, for the same reasons. We have modified the surrounding CCA conversions to add
extra layers of defense, as explained below.
Analyzing arguments for other trapdoor functions. As a baseline requirement, we
consider only small lattice-based systems. We therefore disregard arguments that systems
outside this scope, such as Classic McEliece, have lower risk. (This does not mean that we
dispute these arguments.)
Within small lattice-based systems, we prioritize minimizing the difficulty of security review.
Quantitative improvements in the exact performance-vs.-security tradeoffs—aiming for even
smaller lattice-based systems—are a lower priority.
There is, for example, a reasonable argument that allowing occasional decryption failures
improves the quantitative tradeoffs between speed and security against known attacks.3
3

It is not clear how much improvement is possible. Some systems try to maximize the improvement
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However, it is clear that allowing decryption failures creates a large additional problem for
the security reviewer.
Similarly, it has always been clear that NTRU Classic and NTRU NTT allow some speedups
that are not available for NTRU Prime. In [21] we wrote “We are not saying that the NTRU
Prime rings have zero cost.” However, NTRU Classic and NTRU NTT force the security
reviewer to analyze the impact of unnecessary homomorphisms provided to the attacker.
When we encounter claims that changing our choices could reduce security risks, we analyze
the technical merits of the claims and what the change would mean for security reviewers.
For example, there is an argument that unnecessary homomorphisms have a longer history in
lattice-based cryptography than NTRU Prime does, and are therefore less risky. A closer look
shows, however, a recent history of unnecessary homomorphisms being used in increasingly
sophisticated attacks that have broken various lattice-based systems. The security reviewer
is forced to understand these attacks, and to ask how far the attacks can be pushed.
As another example, there is a claim that the deterministic choice of noise in Rounded NTRU
could be exploited in attacks against one-wayness. One can, however, just as easily claim
that the pseudorandom choice of noise in Noisy NTRU could be exploited in attacks against
one-wayness. Looking beyond one-wayness, and considering a complete KEM designed for
IND-CCA2 security, shows that starting from a deterministic trapdoor function eliminates
some difficult questions for security reviewers.4 Making Noisy NTRU deterministic is more
complicated than simply using Rounded Quotient NTRU, which is naturally deterministic.
The most difficult question we have faced is the choice between Quotient NTRU and Product
NTRU. The underlying problems are similar (see Section 6.2), but the differences could
mean that Quotient NTRU is much easier to break, or that Product NTRU is much easier
to break. Known attacks against extreme problems provide weak evidence in both directions,
and security reviewers need to consider how far these attacks can be pushed. A sufficiently
severe weakness in Quotient NTRU would outweigh the advantages of being deterministic.
There is a specific argument that Quotient NTRU provides an extra attack tool that is useful
for very large q—a lattice with many independent short vectors—while Product NTRU does
not. If this argument were correct then it would mean that Quotient NTRU raises an
unnecessary question for security reviewers: namely, can the same attack tool be pushed to
smaller values of q relevant to small lattice-based systems?
However, the argument is not correct. Product NTRU provides the same attack tool; see
Section 6.3. A security reviewer has to ask how far this attack tool can be pushed against
Quotient NTRU, but also has to ask how far this attack tool can be pushed against Product
NTRU. The incorrect statement that this attack tool does not exist against Product NTRU
has led to a lack of analysis, which is even more worrisome for the security reviewer than
by using (1) error correction and (2) choices of failure probabilities that are too large for proofs to be
meaningfully applicable, but this also maximizes the concerns for the security reviewer.
4
Derandomizing a randomized PKE is conceptually straightforward but does not have a tight security
proof starting from one-wayness. Can the attacker exploit this gap? There are tighter proofs starting from
indistinguishability assumptions, but how closely have cryptanalysts studied those asumptions?
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the analysis that has been performed against Quotient NTRU.
In the long run, it would be useful to select one of these two options, so that security
reviewers can stop worrying about potential weaknesses in the other option. However, the
current literature does not seem to provide an adequate basis for making this selection. We
provide both options.
CCA conversions. We now hash additional inputs into the session key, for reasons explained in Section 7. Concretely, the confirmation hash now includes the public key, and the
session-key hash now includes the ciphertext (which in turn includes the confirmation hash).
We now use “implicit rejection” as an extra layer of defense against chosen-ciphertext attacks.
Implicit rejection means that decapsulation of an invalid ciphertext returns a pseudorandom
function of the ciphertext rather than returning failure. This makes it difficult for attackers
to see which ciphertexts are valid.
If a perfectly correct deterministic PKE is one-way then implicit rejection (with or without confirmation) tightly produces ROM IND-CCA2 security; for a detailed proof see [25].
Beyond this, [83] claims QROM IND-CCA2 security, but the proof starts from a ciphertextunrecognizability assumption that, compared to one-wayness, has received much less cryptanalytic attention. A tight ROM proof of this assumption appears in [83] given one-wayness
and a confirmation hash; but QROM attacks could be faster than ROM attacks, and other
attacks could be faster than QROM attacks.
One can argue that, given implicit rejection, current proofs do not show a clear advantage of
also using confirmation, so one should eliminate confirmation. However, removing defenses
purely on the basis of security proofs in limited models is a dangerous practice, as illustrated
by [70]. Even if, hypothetically, QROM IND-CCA2 is tightly proven from a well-studied
one-wayness assumption, security reviewers will be forced to consider IND-CCA2 attacks
beyond QROM IND-CCA2 attacks. Confirmation is helpful in this analysis, since it prevents
attackers from generating valid modifications to ciphertexts except by already knowing the
corresponding inputs. Also, compared to implicit rejection, confirmation stops attacks at
an earlier phase of the decapsulation process, as noted in [25]; there is a plausible argument
that this reduces the cost of side-channel protection.
Underlying hash function. We have decided to use only 256 bits of SHA-512 output. To
generate 512 bits of output—in particular, a confirmation and a session key—we hash twice
with different inputs rather than using a single hash. This is convenient in the context of
implicit rejection; simplifies the inclusion of extra inputs such as the public key; and makes
it very easy to switch to another 256-bit hash function if desired.
Encodings of sequences of integers. There are three standard strategies to encode an
integer r0 modulo m0 , an integer r1 modulo m1 , etc. as a sequence of bytes.
The first strategy is to simply output a byte. Specifically, if mi is divisible by 256, encode
ri modulo mi as the byte ri mod 256 along with an encoding of bri /256c modulo mi /256.
The second strategy is to increase mi to, e.g., m0i = 256dmi /256e: encode ri modulo mi by
encoding ri modulo m0i . This extends the applicability of the first strategy to arbitrary mod31

secret key public key ciphertext total
1518
994
897 1891 sntrup653
1125
897
1025 1922 ntrulpr653
1763
1158
1039 2197 sntrup761
1294
1039
1167 2206 ntrulpr761
1238
1047
1175 2222 ntrulpr4591761 (round 1)
1600
1218
1047 2265 sntrup4591761 (round 1)
1463
1184
1312 2496 ntrulpr857
1999
1322
1184 2506 sntrup857
Table 1: Bytes for various objects. Sorted by “total”, the total of public-key bytes and
ciphertext bytes. The trapdoor functions for sntrup761 and ntrulpr761 are identical to
the trapdoor functions for round-1 sntrup4591761 and ntrulpr4591761 but the encodings
are now more efficient.

uli, but it loses some space efficiency for the unused encodings of {mi , mi + 1, . . . , m0i − 1}.
As an extreme case, a bit is encoded as a byte. The inefficiency disappears as mi grows.
An alternative to the second strategy, in contexts where there should not be any unused strings (see [23]), is to decrease mi to 256bmi /256c, rejecting any input where
ri ≥ 256bmi /256c. The rejection probability is 1 if mi < 256 but becomes acceptably
small if mi is large enough.
The third strategy is to combine two integers into one: e.g., encode r0 modulo m0 and r1
modulo m1 by encoding r0 + m0 r1 modulo m0 m1 . This reduces the inefficiency of the second
strategy, at the expense of working with larger integers.
There are several ways to evaluate the merit of a combination of these strategies. Compared
to the combination used in our round-1 submission, our new Encode function has similar
simplicity, much more generality, better space-efficiency, typically less arithmetic (systematically fitting products comfortably below 32 bits and other computations comfortably below
16 bits), similar parallelizability, and better vectorizability. For comparison, a conventional
“range encoder” has the same generality and space-efficiency but works from left to right
and is not parallelizable.
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Detailed performance analysis (2.B.2)

Expanded and updated for round 2.

5.1

Space

See Table 1.
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5.2

Time

Description of platform. The following measurements were collected on a computer
named titan0. The CPU on titan0 is an Intel Xeon E3-1275 v3 (Haswell) running at 3.5
GHz. Benchmarks used one core of the CPU. Turbo Boost is disabled. titan0 has 32GB of
RAM and runs Ubuntu 16.04; it ran Ubuntu 14.04 when we collected benchmarks for round
1.
NIST says that the “NIST PQC Reference Platform” is “an Intel x64 running Windows
or Linux and supporting the GCC compiler.” titan0 is an Intel x64 running Linux and
supporting the GCC compiler. Beware, however, that different Intel CPUs have different
cycle counts.
Measurements. The official supercop-20190110 measurements report the following quartile/median/quartile cycle counts on titan0:
• 934376/940852/969872 for sntrup4591761 key generation.
• 44672/44788/44956 for sntrup4591761 encapsulation.
• 93452/93676/93856 for sntrup4591761 decapsulation.
• 44796/44948/45140 for ntrulpr4591761 key generation.
• 80904/81144/81548 for ntrulpr4591761 encapsulation.
• 113448/113708/114012 for ntrulpr4591761 decapsulation.
For comparison, the speeds reported in the round-1 submission were, e.g., 59456 cycles
for sntrup4591761 encapsulation and more than 6 million cycles for sntrup4591761 key
generation. The speedups in sntrup4591761 key generation came primarily from speedups
in constant-time inversion; see [26]. The other speedups came primarily from speedups in
constant-time sorting; see [18].
Estimates for round 2. Formally, the above round-1 timings are our current estimates
of round-2 timings on the NIST PQC Reference Platform. We expect a closer look to show
the following effects: moving from 761 to 857 loses time; moving from 761 to 653 saves time;
extra hashing loses time; new multiplication techniques save time.

5.3

Does key-generation time matter?

If a key is used to decapsulate N ciphertexts then the total receiver time is 1 key generation
plus N decapsulations. The percentage of time spent on key generation disappears as N
increases. We review three arguments that key-generation time is nevertheless important.
The first argument is that RSA key generation is so slow that typical sizes of N often do not
compensate; users often limit RSA key sizes specifically to limit key-generation costs. This
argument has no obvious applicability to systems with much faster key generation, such as
Streamlined NTRU Prime and NTRU LPRime.
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The second argument is that many lattice-based cryptosystems do not resist chosenciphertext attacks, so they have to generate a new key for every ciphertext, so their keygeneration time is important. In other words, these systems require N to be 1. This argument applies to, e.g., BCNS [30], the original version of New Hope [7], the original version
of Frodo [29], and HILA5 [82]. However, Streamlined NTRU Prime and NTRU LPRime are
designed for IND-CCA2 security. With an IND-CCA2 system, it is safe to generate a key
once and use the key any number of times.
The third argument is that N must be 1 for forward secrecy. This argument is incorrect.
Forward secrecy requires keys to be erased quickly, but “quickly” is a time limit. Generating
a new key for every ciphertext is insufficient (see [66]) and unnecessary. A typical quad-core
3GHz server generating a new short-term sntrup4591761 key every 10 seconds is using under
1/100000 of its CPU time on key generation with our current software; this is a negligible
cost, no matter what N is.
A user who (for some reason) wants to generate many Streamlined NTRU Prime keys more
quickly than this can use Montgomery’s trick to batch the inversions. Montgomery’s trick
replaces (e.g.) 1000 inversions with 2997 multiplications and just 1 inversion.

5.4

Do encapsulation time and decapsulation time matter?

Our decision to use fixed-weight vectors instead of variable-weight vectors improves the quantitative tradeoff between space and security against known attacks, but the same decision
costs extra time for generating those vectors. Our decision to use a small f in Streamlined
NTRU Prime instead of f = 1 + 3F improves the same tradeoff, but costs extra time for a
division by f modulo 3. These decisions are based on a broader assessment that, for typical
lattice-based KEMs, space is a much more important cost factor than time.
One way to put space and time on the same scale, as in [21, full version, footnote 5] and [19],
is to consider a quad-core 3GHz CPU handling a 100Mbps Internet connection. In 1 millisecond, each core runs 3 million cycles, so the 4 cores run a total of 12 million cycles—enough
time to decapsulate about 120 sntrup4591761 ciphertexts. In the same 1 millisecond, the
Internet connection transmits only 12500 bytes—only about 12 sntrup4591761 ciphertexts.
This scenario suggests that each cycle used in decapsulation is 1000× less expensive than
each byte used in a ciphertext: for example, saving 20 bytes is worth 20000 cycles. The exact
ratio changes if one varies the CPU speed and the network speed. It would be useful for the
community to agree upon a spectrum of data points regarding the costs of communication
and the costs of computation in various environments.

5.5

How parameters affect performance

Streamlined NTRU Prime public keys: An element of the ring R/q is represented as slightly
more than p log256 q bytes.
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Streamlined NTRU Prime ciphertexts, NTRU LPRime public keys, NTRU LPRime ciphertexts: The main space in each object is a rounded element of R/q, which is represented as
slightly more than p log256 ((q + 2)/3) bytes. Rounding thus saves approximately 0.2p bytes.
NTRU LPRime ciphertexts also use 128 bytes for Top output. These bytes encode I = 256
quantities, each quantity having 4 bits. Reducing the I parameter to 192 would save 32
bytes. It is also possible to use (e.g.) only 3 bits in each quantity, but then δ needs to be
larger (about q/8), so w needs to be smaller (at most about 3q/64).
There are 32 extra bytes in each ciphertext for confirmation; the length is defined by the
Confirm parameter. There are 32 extra bytes in each NTRU LPRime public key for a seed;
the length is defined by the Seeds parameter.
Regarding time: The asymptotic number of bit operations for multiplication in R/q is
essentially linear in p log2 q, the number of bits in a ring element: one can multiply in R/q
by multiplying integers with (p log2 q)1+o(1) bits, and multiplying n-bit integers takes n1+o(1)
bit operations by standard FFT-based techniques. Accounting for the real cost of memory
increases the asymptotic cost exponent from 1 to 1.5; see Section 6.6. The asymptotic
number of bit operations for inversion is also essentially linear in p log2 q, but inversion is
more difficult to parallelize than multiplication. These asymptotics are not a substitute for
concrete cost analyses.

6

Analysis of known attacks (2.B.5)

Expanded and updated for round 2.
This section summarizes the known cryptanalytic attacks on small lattice-based encryption
systems, including Streamlined NTRU Prime and NTRU LPRime. This section also provides
estimates of the complexity of these attacks. See Section 7 for applications to parameter
selection.

6.1

Warnings

To assist security reviewers, this section points out various ways that analyses from the
literature are, or could be, overestimating the cost of known attacks. Sometimes the
claimed costs are above the actual attack costs. Sometimes the attacks that are analyzed
are not the fastest known attacks.
This section also points out various ways that analyses are, or could be, underestimating
the cost of attacks. Sometimes the claimed costs are below the actual attack costs. Sometimes the attacks that are analyzed are speculative improvements, incorrectly conflating two
separate topics: (1) analyses of known attacks; (2) analyses of risks of advances in attacks.
Overestimates create an obvious risk: a system that was assessed to have an acceptable
security level, on the basis of overestimates, might turn out to have an unacceptable security
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level, perhaps even a breakable security level. The risk is higher when the overestimates are
quantitatively larger. The risk is also higher when systems aim for low security levels.
Underestimates create risks that are less obvious. The following quote from [24, full version,
Appendix B.1.2] explains the danger of underestimates:
The more-conservative-is-better fallacy. One might also argue that . . . underestimating the cost of an attack is perfectly safe, since it simply leads users
to choose larger parameters.
In fact, “conservative” underestimates can cause users to lose security. There are
three important effects ignored in the “more conservative is better” argument:
first, users are subject to cost constraints, and cannot simply choose larger parameters; second, users can choose different systems, and in fact take advantage
of this flexibility with the goal of maximizing security subject to the cost constraints; third, underestimates in general vary from one system to another, and
in particular the gaps considered in this paper vary from one system to another.
As one of many examples in lattice-based cryptography, consider Schanck’s recent analysis [85] of NTRU parameters. Schanck uses two different security-estimation mechanisms,
producing roughly a 50% difference in the size required for each security level but also producing different recommendations regarding the best error fraction to choose inside system
designs. Specifically, Schanck states that “a small weight parameter can be detrimental to
the size vs. security trade-off” but that this is not clearly shown by the “Core-SVP” estimate.
Below we review various reasons to think that “Core-SVP” is an underestimate, and that
this underestimate has the effect of understating the influence of weight on security.

6.2

Attack problems

Consider the following three different problems. Each problem is to find a small s ∈ R of
weight w, but the problems vary in the information provided about s:
• Problem 1: We are given A ∈ R/q such that As + e = 0 for some small e ∈ R.
• Problem 2: We are given A ∈ R/q and given As + e for some small e ∈ R.
• Problem 3: We are given A1 , A2 ∈ R/q and given A1 s + e1 , A2 s + e2 for some small
e1 , e2 ∈ R.
A solution to Problem 2 for all (s, e, A) implies a solution to Problem 3 for all
(s, e1 , A1 , e2 , A2 ): simply forget e2 , A2 . It also implies a solution to Problem 1 for all (s, e)
where e is a multiple of s, and in particular a solution to Problem 1 whenever s is invertible
in R/q. A solution to Problem 2 for uniform random (s, e, A) implies a solution to Problem
3 for uniform random (s, e1 , A1 , e2 , A2 ). On the other hand, there is no proof known that
a solution to Problem 2 for uniform random (s, e, A) implies a solution to Problem 1 for
uniform random (s, e).
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One can see these problems, for uniform random inputs, as models of attacks on Quotient
NTRU (e.g., Streamlined NTRU Prime) and Product NTRU (e.g., NTRU LPRime):
• Problem 1 models the problem of finding a secret key from a public key in Quotient
NTRU. The decisional version of Problem 1 models the problem of distinguishing a
public key from uniform.
• Problem 2 models the problem of finding a plaintext in Quotient NTRU from a public
key and a ciphertext. One can reduce to the uniform-A case by assuming that public
keys are indistinguishable from uniform.
• Problem 2 also models the problem of finding a secret key from a public key in Product
NTRU. The decisional version of Problem 2 models the problem of distinguishing a
public key from uniform.
• Problem 3 models the problem of finding a plaintext in Product NTRU from a public
key and a ciphertext (although normally e2 has a much larger range than e1 in this setting, perhaps making Problem 3 more difficult than it would be for smaller e2 ). Again
one can reduce to the uniform case by assuming that public keys are indistinguishable
from uniform.
There are various reasons that these models could be underestimating or overestimating
security. For example:
• Considering the decisional versions of Problems 1 and 2 (so as to decompose attack
analyses into key attacks and ciphertext attacks) could be underestimating security. On
the other hand, considering only the search problems could be overestimating security:
an attacker could find a secret key short enough to decrypt ciphertexts without finding
something as short as the original secret key.
• Some inputs in NTRU LPRime are actually generated as hash outputs. All known
proofs from one-wayness (1) require modeling the hash as a random oracle and (2)
have a large looseness factor. Similar comments apply to many other Product NTRU
cryptosystems in the literature.
• The A in NTRU LPRime is pseudorandom output from a public seed. Here the proofs
are even less satisfactory.
• Rounded NTRU (as in Streamlined NTRU Prime and NTRU LPRime) chooses the
error e deterministically through rounding. As noted in Section 4.3, the deterministic
choice leaks information at the edges of the q interval. An analysis that ignores this
effect is overestimating security, although our calculations indicate that this is a small
effect.
• Noisy NTRU chooses e pseudorandomly. Compared to rounding, this might make s
harder to find, but it might also make s easier to find. Known attacks do not support
conclusions either way. Known reductions between Ring-LWE and Ring-LWR are too
weak to support conclusions either way.
As noted earlier, we are concerned about the possibility that Problem 1 could be weaker
than Problem 2, but we are also concerned about the possibility that Problem 3 could be
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weaker than Problem 2. We analyze known attacks against all three problems.
Historically, both Problem 1 and Problem 2 were already studied in the earliest NTRU
papers, but attacks have improved dramatically since then and are still a moving target. We
plan to periodically issue updated attack analyses to reflect the progress of research.

6.3

Lattice perspectives on the attack problems

One can view each of the search problems stated above as the problem of finding a short
nonzero solution to a homogeneous system of equations over R/q, if “short” is given an
appropriate definition in each line:
• Problem 1: Given A ∈ R/q, find a short nonzero solution (s, e) ∈ R2 to As + e = 0.
• Problem 2: Given A, b ∈ R/q, find a short nonzero solution (s, t, e) ∈ R3 to As+e = bt.
(By hypothesis there is a solution of the form (s, 1, e).)
• Problem 3: Given A1 , b1 , A2 , b2 ∈ R/q, find a short nonzero solution (s, t1 , t2 , e1 , e2 ) ∈
R5 to the system of equations A1 s + e1 = b1 t1 , A2 s + e2 = b2 t2 .
Each solution space is a full-rank lattice. To see this, first rewrite the equations over R/q as
equations over R, lifting the inputs to R and using an explicit multiple of q in each equation:
• Problem 1: Given A ∈ R, find a short nonzero solution (s, e, r) ∈ R3 to As + e = qr.
• Problem 2: Given A, b ∈ R, find a short nonzero solution (s, t, e, r) ∈ R4 to As + e =
bt + qr.
• Problem 3:
Given A1 , b1 , A2 , b2 ∈ R, find a short nonzero solution
(s, t1 , t2 , e1 , e2 , r1 , r2 ) ∈ R7 to the system of equations A1 s + e1 = b1 t1 + qr1 ,
A2 s + e2 = b2 t2 + qr2 .
Then eliminate the variable having coefficient 1 in each equation:
• Problem 1: Find a short nonzero vector (s, e) in the image of the map (s, r) 7→ (s, qr −
As) from R2 to R2 .
• Problem 2: Find a short nonzero vector (s, t, e) in the image of the map (s, t, r) 7→
(s, t, bt + qr − As) from R3 to R3 .
• Problem 3: Find a short nonzero vector (s, t1 , t2 , e1 , e2 ) in the image of the map
(s, t1 , t2 , r1 , r2 ) 7→ (s, t1 , t2 , b1 t1 + qr1 − A1 s, b2 t2 + qr2 − A2 s) from R5 to R5 .
These are short-vector problems in lattices of ranks 2p, 3p, 5p respectively.
One should not think that larger ranks are necessarily more difficult. On the contrary, recall
that Problem 3 (rank 5p) cannot be more difficult than Problem 2 (rank 3p), since one
can simply disregard A2 , b2 , e2 , t2 . More generally, for each problem, one can separate each
equation over R into p equations over Z, and choose how many of the equations over Z to
discard. Later we will see that this flexibility saves some time in known attacks.
Each of the lattices shown above has (generically) many independent short vectors. The
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point here is that the solution spaces are R-modules: i.e., one can multiply any solution by
an element of R to obtain another solution. In particular, multiplying a short solution by x
produces another short solution. (For NTRU NTT the size is identical. For NTRU Prime
the size usually increases slightly; multiplying p times by x is the same as multiplying by
x + 1, which almost always increases the weight considerably. See Section 6.5.)
May and Silverman [69] in 2001 pointed out that forcing some of the coefficients of s to
be 0 saves time in various attacks against Problem 1, because it reduces the lattice rank,
even though (1) this reduces the success probability—perhaps the secret s is nonzero in
those coefficients—and (2) the resulting lattice is no longer an R-module. This speedup also
applies to Problem 2, and here the attacker can force many more coefficients of s and t to
be 0: the standard choice is to force almost all of the coefficients of t to be 0, constraining
t to Z (which still allows t = 1), and also optionally force some of the coefficients of s to be
0. Similar comments apply to Problem 3.
The lattice obtained in Problem 2 by taking t ∈ Z, the image of the map (s, t, r) 7→ (s, t, bt +
qr − As) from R × Z × R to R × Z × R, is typically called the “Bai–Galbraith embedding”
of Problem 2. Similarly, the image of the map (s, t1 , t2 , r1 , r2 ) 7→ (s, t1 , t2 , b1 t1 + qr1 −
A1 s, b2 t2 + qr2 − A2 s) from R × Z2 × R2 to R × Z2 × R2 is the “Bai–Galbraith embedding”
of Problem 3. Projecting away the first component of this lattice gives the image of the map
(s, t1 , t2 , r1 , r2 ) 7→ (t1 , t2 , b1 t1 + qr1 − A1 s, b2 t2 + qr2 − A2 s) from R × Z2 × R2 to Z2 × R2 ;
this image is typically called the “Kannan embedding” of Problem 3.
The natural R-modules shown above for Problems 2 and 3, without the added constraint
t ∈ Z, do not seem to be very widely known. On the contrary, there seems to be a common
belief that Problem 1 can be attacked via an R-module while Problems 2 and 3 cannot.
Typically this is phrased as a claim that “NTRU” (meaning Quotient NTRU) is easier
to attack than “Ring-LWE” (meaning Product NTRU) since “the NTRU lattice” (the Rmodule shown above for Problem 1) has many independent short vectors while “the RingLWE lattice” (the Bai-Galbraith embedding or the Kannan embedding) has unique short
vectors modulo negation. However:
• There are many choices of lattices for attacking Ring-LWE. These choices include the
natural R-modules shown above, which have many independent short vectors.
• The fastest attacks known on all of these problems select a sublattice that is not an
R-module. These attacks obtain only a limited benefit from the original number of
short vectors.
See Figure 3. Mathematically, it is defensible to consistently define “the” NTRU lattice and
“the” Ring-LWE lattice as the R-modules shown above for Problems 1 and 2 respectively,
but then it is incorrect to claim that “the” Ring-LWE lattice has unique short vectors modulo
negation.
We are not saying that the R-module structure is outside the attack surface of lattice-based
cryptography. On the contrary: it is important to understand how the R-module structure
can be exploited in attacks. For example, the analysis of [60] says that if q is very large
(“overstretched”) in Problem 1 then lattice attacks against the R-module benefit from the
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Problem 1

Problem 2

natural lattice;
R-module

image of the map
(s, r) 7→ (s, qr − As)
from R2 to R2

image of the map
(s, t, r) 7→ (s, t, bt + qr − As)
from R3 to R3

⊆

⊆

sublattice obtained from
speedup of [69];
not an R-module

subset where
some coefficients of s
are forced to be 0

subset where
some coefficients of s, t
are forced to be 0

Figure 3: Choices of lattices for attacking Problem 1 (“NTRU”) and Problem 2 (“Ring-LWE
with 1 sample”). In both cases, the natural lattice for attacking the problem is an R-module
and thus has many independent short vectors. In both cases, the speedup from [69] selects
a sublattice that is not an R-module.

presence of many independent short vectors (so [69] is a slowdown for such large q rather than
a speedup). The analogous analysis for Problems 2 and 3 has not been done; [60, Section
7] appears to claim, incorrectly, that no R-module is available to attack Problems 2 and 3.
As another example, algebraic structure features prominently in quantum polynomial-time
breaks of some cyclotomic lattice problems (see [27]) and non-quantum quasi-polynomialtime breaks of some multiquadratic lattice problems (see [15]). However, Section 6 of this
document focuses on known attacks against small lattice-based encryption systems; this
focus excludes the attacks of [60], [27], and [15].

6.4

Estimate all the {LWE, NTRU} schemes!

In 2018, Albrecht, Curtis, Deo, Davidson, Player, Postlethwaite, Virdia, and Wunderer [4]
published a table showing many different security estimates for many different post-quantum
proposals. In the latest version of this table, the “primal” attack against NTRU Prime has
• non-quantum estimates ranging from 2155 through 2410 for Streamlined NTRU Prime
4591761 (for comparison, our round-1 submission estimated 2248 );
• non-quantum estimates ranging from 2156 through 2398 for NTRU LPRime 4591761 ;
• quantum estimates ranging from 2140 through 2200 for Streamlined NTRU Prime
4591761 ; and
• quantum estimates ranging from 2141 through 2202 for NTRU LPRime 4591761 .
The table also lists somewhat higher estimates for the cost of a “dual” attack against NTRU
LPRime 4591761 .
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We now review the analysis that produced these estimates. We focus on the “primal” attack
here; note that this could be an overestimate of security if the “dual” attack actually produces
better results. We use the smallest reported estimates, 2140 and 2141 , as case studies.
Streamlined NTRU Prime key recovery. The objective of the following attack is to find
a small weight-w element f ∈ R and a small element g ∈ R given the ratio h = g/(3f ) ∈ R/q.
The distribution of g is not exactly uniform, since g is required to be invertible modulo 3,
but this has very little effect on the analysis. We obtain Problem 1 by relabeling 3h, f, g as
A, s, −e respectively.
Consider, as explained in Section 6.3, the rank-2p lattice of pairs (s, qr − As) ∈ R2 for
(s, r) ∈ R2 . This lattice has a short vector (f, −g).
140
761
In the first case study,
key recovery,
p
√ the 2 estimate for Streamlined NTRU Prime 4591
the 2-norm of f is 286 = 16.91 . . ., and the 2-norm of g is usually close to 2p/3 = 22.52 . . ..
The analysis does not take into account the variations in the 2-norm of g; this simplification
could overestimate or underestimate security.

The attack picks an integer k with 0 ≤ k ≤ p, picks k of the first p positions (the positions
holding s) in the lattice vectors, and considers the sublattice where these positions are all 0.

This sublattice has rank 2p − k. The chance that (f, −g) is in this sublattice is p−k
/ wp :
w


there are wp ways to choose positions for the nonzero entries of f , and only p−k
ways where
w
these positions avoid the specified k positions. In the first case study, [4] chooses k = 11,
and then the chance is 0.00536 . . ..
There are also rotations such as (xf, −xg) in the lattice, and possibly in the sublattice.
At this point [4] assumes that these rotations provide p chances for short vectors in the
sublattice, increasing the overall chance to 0.983 . . . in this case study. There is an implicit
assumption here that the chances are independent; as noted in [69], this is not true in general,
and the attacker can search for choices of positions of entries where the non-independence
gives a better overall chance. The calculation in [4] could thus overestimate security. In
the opposite direction, there is a reason that the calculation underestimates security: most
rotations for NTRU Prime are larger than (f, g) and thus more difficult for lattice attacks
to find. See Section 6.5 below.
The attack also picks an integer m with 0 ≤ m ≤ p, picks m of the last p positions (the
positions holding qr − As) in the lattice vectors, and projects the (sub)lattice away from the
other p − m positions. Formally, consider the map that
• inputs (s, r) ∈ R2 where the specified k positions in s are 0, and
• outputs (s, Extract(qr − As)) where Extract outputs m out of the p input positions.
The image of this map is a lattice of rank p − k + m and determinant q m . In the first case
study, [4] chooses m = 576, so the rank is 1326.
Because g is (almost always) larger than f , the attack “rescales” the lattice, assigning higher
weight to the p − k positions in s√than to the m remaining positions. If the scale factor is λ
then the scaled 2-norm of f is λ w, while the 2-norm of the remaining components of g is
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p
p
usually close to 2m/3, for a total of λ2 w + 2m/3. Meanwhile the scaling increases the
lattice determinant to λp−k q m . If g is actually smaller than f then similar comments apply
but with λ < 1.
The attack now applies a basis-reduction algorithm, specifically BKZ, hoping to discover
the short vector. BKZ has one important parameter for the analysis, a “block size” β. The
analysis predicts the success of BKZ according to the following heuristics:
• BKZ-β finds a nonzero vector of length approximately δ d (det L)1/d in a “random”
rank-d lattice L, where δ = (β(πβ)1/β /(2πe))1/(2(β−1)) .
This is clearly wrong for β < 13 (since then δ < 1), and not reasonable for β < 36 (since
δ increases with β in this range). For larger β, limited experimental evidence suggests
that the formula overstates the ability of BKZ-β to find short vectors, underestimating
security. This formula is from an asymptotic analysis from [35] as β → ∞; even if the
asymptotic analysis is correct, it does not correctly predict the behavior of BKZ-β for
concrete values of β.
• The “geometric-series assumption” from [86] holds.
Considerable experimental evidence shows that this assumption is close to correct.
There are, however, some systematic deviations from the assumption; see generally [13].
• BKZ-β finds a unique (modulo negation)
p shortest nonzero vector v if and only if the
2-norm of v is at most δ 2β−d (det L)1/d d/β.
This heuristic was introduced in [7]. Limited experimental evidence suggests that
this heuristic overestimates security, and that smaller block sizes have a considerable
probability of success. See generally [6]; see also the more precise (and heuristically
argued to be more accurate) probability formulas in [97, Chapter 5] for a similar
problem.
In the first case study, [4] chooses β = 528, so p
δ = 1.003274 . . ., and chooses λ =
1.32. The short
vector usually has 2-norm around λ2 w + 2m/3 = 29.7 . . .. Meanwhile
p
δ 2β−d (det L)1/d d/β = 29.8 . . ., so the heuristics say that BKZ will find the short vector.
The parameter search was not comprehensive in [4], so it could have overestimated security
for any particular parameter set. We observe that (k, β) = (13, 525) would have produced
slightly better results for the same case study.
Finally, the analysis assumes that BKZ-β costs 20.265β quantum operations. For this case
study with the parameters from [4], there are 1/0.983 . . . retries of BKZ-528, for a total of
2139.94... quantum operations.
To illustrate the accuracy questions regarding δ, we tried the BKZ simulator from [36] for
the choices made in [4] for the first case study. This simulator computes the vector lengths
produced by a particular model of BKZ; see also [13] for a newer model of BKZ. The simulator
reports that β = 528 reaches only δ ≈ 1.00332; that limiting the number of BKZ “tours” (see
Section 6.9) to 8, as commonly recommended, reaches only δ ≈ 1.00334; and that reaching
δ ≈ 1.00327 then requires increasing β to 544. On the other hand, such a large jump in
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β is overkill: each step in β also affects
parameter range.

p
d/β, which has a larger effect than δ 2β−d in this

NTRU LPRime key recovery. The objective of the following attack is to find a small
weight-w element a ∈ R and a small element d ∈ R given G ∈ R/q and b = Ga + d ∈ R/q.
We obtain Problem 2 by relabeling G, a, d as A, s, e respectively.
Consider, as in Section 6.3, the rank-3p lattice of tuples (s, t, bt + qr − As) ∈ R3 for (s, t, r) ∈
R3 . This lattice has a short vector (a, 1, d). As before, the analysis does not take into
account the variations in the 2-norm of d.
The attack has a parameter k as before. The attack chooses a sublattice where k of the
positions for s are forced to be 0 (as before), and where p − 1 of the positions for t are
forced to be 0, forcing t ∈ Z. These choices reduce the lattice rank from 3p to 2p − k + 1.
The probability analysis is as before, but rotations are used entirely for t and not for s, so
increasing k is less useful. For the second case study, [4] takes k = 0.
The attack has a parameter m as before, and projects away p − m positions as before:
consider the map that inputs (s, t, r) ∈ R × Z × R where the specified k positions in s
are 0, and outputs (s, t, Extract(bt + qr − As)). The image of this map is a lattice of rank
p − k + 1 + m and determinant q m . For the second case study, [4] takes m = 590, so the rank
is 1352.
The attack rescales the lattice as before (in the s component; no scaling is applied to the t
component), and uses BKZ as before, raising all the same questions as before. For the second
case study, [4] takes β = 532, and, using the same 0.265β formula discussed above, assigns
140.98 bits of security to NTRU LPRime 4591761 . We point out that the same analysis, for
the same case study, allows β = 531, reducing 140.98 to 140.715.
Compared to the attack against Streamlined NTRU Prime, this attack starts with a more
complicated lattice. After forcing some entries to be 0 (destroying the R-module structure
as before), the attack ends up with a noticeably larger rank: 1 extra for t, and more for the
change in k. On the other hand, the attack is targeting a noticeably smaller vector.
Ciphertext attacks. The key-recovery attack against NTRU LPRime can also be viewed
as a (random-key) ciphertext attack against Streamlined NTRU Prime. However, the error
weight for Streamlined NTRU Prime is larger (e.g., 286 instead of 250 for 4591761 ), producing
somewhat larger cost estimates from the same analysis.
One can similarly build a lattice for a ciphertext attack against NTRU LPRime. See the
analysis of Problem 3 in Section 6.3. This is the distinction between “LWE n samples” and
“LWE 2n samples” in [4]. There are some schemes where this produces different estimates,
but for NTRU LPRime 4591761 the results in [4] are the same. This is not surprising given
that [4] does not use all of the available samples for the NTRU LPRime 4591761 key-recovery
attack—it projects down to a somewhat smaller rank. Having many more samples allows
other attacks (see Section 6.10), but we have not seen attacks exploiting the number of
samples in NTRU LPRime.
Larger issues. It is not clear that the issues listed above make many bits of difference
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in security estimates. The elephant in the room, however, is the large range of estimates
appearing in [4] for the quantum cost of the same attack . There is also a non-quantum
elephant in the room, namely the large range of estimates appearing in [4] for the nonquantum cost of the same attack.
The underlying problem is that [4] uses many conflicting formulas (from a range of sources)
for the cost of BKZ-β in the final stage of the analysis. It acknowledges that “most of these
estimates must be either too optimistic or pessimistic for the attacker”. A closer look at the
original sources of the formulas shows that each of the formulas has questionable accuracy,
and possibly terrible accuracy, raising many problematic questions for security reviewers.
See Section 6.9.
Another potentially very large problem is that known “hybrid attacks” are not included
in [4], even though the NTRU literature indicates that the most effective attacks are hybrid
attacks. See Sections 6.7 and 6.8.

6.5

Rotations

Let F be the space of possible keys f , i.e., the set of small f ∈ R of weight w. There is a
natural equivalence relation on F in the context of Section 6.3: two elements f, f 0 ∈ F are
equivalent if f = uf 0 for some unit u ∈ R. For example, f is equivalent to −f .
The analysis from [4] described in Section 6.4 implicitly assumes that the equivalence class
of f has size exactly 2p, i.e., size p modulo negation. The argument for this is that, in NTRU
Classic, each element f ∈ F is equivalent to the rotations xi f ∈ F for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1},
and to −xi f ; presumably these rotations and negations are all distinct.
We point out a (presumably) small problem and a larger problem with this analysis. The
small problem is that there could be unit multiples uf ∈ F where u does not have the form
±xi . There is an intuitive argument that this is rare: multiples such as (1 + x)f usually have
much higher weight than f (and are thus more difficult for the lattice attack in Section 6.4
to find). However, we have not found literature quantifying this.
The larger problem is that [4] used the same analysis for NTRU Prime. The reason this is a
problem is that, for NTRU Prime, the statement xi f ∈ F is unjustified. The following numerical evidence suggests that the same assumption is overestimating the sizes of equivalence
classes for NTRU Prime, and thus underestimating Streamlined NTRU Prime security.
Take p = 761 and w = 286. We generated 10000000 random f ∈ F, and counted the number
of small weight-w rotations xi f with −5000 ≤ i ≤ 5000 (never finding any with |i| > 1000).
In 86.7% of the cases, there were 10 or fewer such rotations. In 99.2% of the cases, there were
20 or fewer such rotations. In 99.96% of the cases, there were 30 or fewer such rotations. In
99.999% of the cases, there were 40 or fewer such rotations.
To understand why rotations are less effective for NTRU Prime than for NTRU Classic, write
the degree of a random f as p − c. Typically c is around p/w, since there are w terms in f .
Multiplying f by x, x2 , . . . , xc−1 produces elements of F, but multiplying f by xc replaces
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xp−c with xp mod xp − x − 1 = x + 1, changing its weight and thus leaving F. It is possible
but rare for subsequent multiplications by x to reenter F. Similarly, one expects only about
p/w divisions by x to stay within F, for a total of only about 2p/w equivalent keys, or p/w
when negations are taken into account. We have constructed classes of pathological examples
of f that allow considerably more rotations (including non-consecutive rotations), but none
of these classes will be encountered by chance.
We have also considered various expansions of F. We counted the number of rotations
having 1-norm w, without the requirement of smallness; this changed the percentages to
84.1%, 98.9%, 99.93%,
√ 99.997% respectively. We counted the number of rotations having
2-norm at most 1.1 w; then there were 62.9% with 200 or fewer such rotations, 99.8% with
√
300 or fewer such rotations, and 99.995% with 350 or fewer such rotations. This 1.1 w
corresponds to a weight increase of 21%; to put this into perspective, the increase in weight
from NTRU LPRime 4591761 to Streamlined NTRU Prime 4591761 is only 14.4%.
In our round-1 submission we assumed an equivalence-class size not far below 2p, with
the caveat that this appeared to underestimate security. To simplify comparability to the
analysis of [4], our calculations below assume an equivalence-class size of exactly 2p, again
with this caveat.
We comment that switching from Quotient NTRU to Product NTRU does not remove the
need for this type of quantitative analysis. On the contrary, there are many options for taking
high-probability sublattices of the natural R-module for Problem 2 in Section 6.3. Perhaps
sublattices of the Bai–Galbraith embedding are optimal, but this has not been proven.

6.6

Interlude: memory, parallelization, and the cost of sorting

Large-scale attacks are limited by (1) the amount of hardware that the attacker can afford
and (2) the amount of time that the attacker spends running this hardware. Chips of total
area A, running for time T , can perform a total of AT bit operations. This also costs energy
proportional to AT , which does not pose a scaling problem: the chips are laid out in two
dimensions, receiving energy (and dissipating heat) through the third dimension.
Now consider the cost of sorting M small items, where M is very large. Parallel “mesh”
sorting algorithms such as the Schnorr–Shamir algorithm [88] sort M items in real time
M 1/2+o(1) using hardware area M 1+o(1) . This is optimal in realistic models of computation.
(Analogous sorting algorithms reduce the exponent 1/2 to 1/3 in abstract “three-dimensional
mesh” models of computation. However, in more realistic models that account for the cost
of energy transmission, the best exponent for known algorithms is 1/2.)
To summarize, sorting M items is as expensive as performing M 3/2+o(1) bit operations. This
is important for some attack subroutines described below, and for many other cryptanalytic
computations.
Textbook presentations of sorting instead say that sorting M items costs just M 1+o(1) “operations”. Memory is treated as a minor secondary issue (“we assume that enough RAM is
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available”). This view deviates from reality in two critical ways.
First, a single “operation” that accesses memory has real cost growing with the amount of
memory. Specifically, the time and energy grow linearly with the communication distance,
which in turn grows as the square root of the amount of memory. Concretely, Intel reported
in [45, page 9] that its energy cost of moving data is 11.20 pJ “per 5 mm” to move 8 bytes
at 22nm. The same report indicates that this communication cost is “More difficult to
scale down”, whereas computation cost will “scale well with process and voltage”. Other
communication technologies similarly have cost scaling with distance.
Second, an attacker who can afford a huge amount of memory can instead use the same
amount of hardware for a parallelizable low-memory computation, obtaining an almost linear
parallelization speedup. Concretely, for the same cost as G gigabytes of memory, one can
buy graphics-processing units (GPUs) with a total of approximately 32G parallel “cores”,
each of which is capable of carrying out a useful arithmetic operation every clock cycle. For
large-scale attackers it is even more cost-effective to build special-purpose hardware, using
an even larger number of smaller cores focused on the task at hand.
The bottom line is that simply counting “operations” does not correctly assign cost exponents
to algorithms. Compare, for example, the following two types of algorithms:
• Algorithm 1 uses A1/4 size-A sorting steps, a total of A5/4+o(1) “operations”. It finishes
in real time A3/4+o(1) on hardware area A, since each sorting step takes time A1/2+o(1) .
• Algorithm 2 uses A3/2 parallelizable low-memory operations. It finishes in real time
A1/2+o(1) on hardware area A.
Algorithm 1 uses fewer “operations” than Algorithm 2, by a factor A1/4+o(1) . However,
Algorithm 2 takes less time than Algorithm 1, by a factor A1/4+o(1) , using the same amount
of hardware. Algorithm 2 is thus preferable for the attacker.

6.7

Meet-in-the-middle attack

As a warmup for hybrid attacks, we review Odlyzko’s meet-in-the-middle attack [57, 55] on
NTRU. We adapt the attack to the context of Streamlined NTRU Prime: for example, we
account for the impact of changing xp − 1 to xp − x − 1, and using small f rather than
f = 1 + 3F with small F . For direct comparisons to the original NTRU cryptosystem, we
assume that the weight w in Streamlined NTRU Prime is taken as 2t, and that the original
NTRU cryptosystem takes exactly t entries 1 and exactly t entries −1.
Odlyzko’s attack works by splitting the space of possible keys F into two parts such that
F = F1 ⊕ F2 . Then in each loop of the algorithm partial keys are drawn from F1 and F2
until a collision function (defined in terms of the public key h) indicates that f1 ∈ F1 and
f2 ∈ F2 have been found such that f = f1 + f2 is the private key.



The number of choices for f is pt p−t
in original NTRU and 2tp 22t in Streamlined NTRU
t
Prime. A first estimate is that the number of loops L in the algorithm is the square root
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of the number of choices of f . However, this estimate does not account for equivalent keys.
The algorithm succeeds if it finds any key in the equivalence class of f defined in Section 6.5.
If most equivalence classes have
√ size approximately E then a better estimate is that the
number of loops is divided by E: i.e.,
s  ,
p 2t √
L=
2
E
(1)
2t
for Streamlined NTRU Prime.
Analyses of NTRU normally take E = 2p, although this might overestimate security for
NTRU Classic, and seems to underestimate security for NTRU Prime. See Section 6.5. One
could modify the attack to use a larger set F, but this seems to lose more than it gains.
Almost-collision probabilities. Odlyzko defines a collision function as follows. Given f1 ,
multiply by the given g/f , extract some coordinates of the product, and assign a bit to each
coordinate by partitioning Z/q into two halves. Given f2 , multiply by −g/f and similarly
extract bits. The number of coordinates is chosen large enough that collisions on all these
bits are unlikely to occur by chance.
There is, however, no guarantee that a collision will occur for the target f . If f = f1 + f2
then (g/f )(f1 + f2 ) = g so each coordinate c1 of (g/f )f1 differs from the corresponding
coordinate c2 of (−g/f )f2 by something small, namely the corresponding coordinate of g.
Usually c1 and c2 will be in the same half of Z/q, but it is possible for c1 to be at one edge
of one half while c2 is in the other half, and considering more coordinates makes this type of
failure more likely. Analyses vary in whether they calculate this failure probability, ignore
this failure probability, or do more work in the algorithm to eliminate the failures.
Memory consumption. In each loop of the algorithm, t vectors of size p are added and
their coefficients are reduced modulo q. A simple estimate of the attack cost is Lpt, where
L is the number of loops.
There is, however, a problem here: finding the target collision requires L accesses to an
array of size L, a tremendous amount of memory. This means that the L factor is a severe
underestimate of the cost: the real cost of the computation is L3/2+o(1) . See Section 6.6.
The pt factor could be an overestimate if the work inside the loop can be reduced. On
the other hand, straightforward approaches such as caching sums of vectors exacerbate the
memory problem.
Reducing memory consumption. There are well-known techniques to perform collision
search using very little memory. However, for meet-in-the-middle attacks one needs “goldencollision search”, which is more difficult than collision search.
General techniques for golden-collision search from [73] were adapted in [95] to Odlyzko’s
approximate-collision context. The bottom line—we disregard o(1) here for simplicity—is
that one can reduce the storage
capacity by a factor s at the expense of increasing the
√
number of loops by a factor s.
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For example, instead of L loops using L hardware (real cost L3/2 ), one can perform L9/8 loops
using only L3/4 hardware (again real cost L3/2 ). This gives the user flexibility in adapting
the meet-in-the-middle attack to the amount of hardware available.
Quantum search. Göpfert, van Vredendaal, and Wunderer [49], generalizing a suggestion
by Schanck, replace Odlyzko’s meet-in-the-middle attack with a quantum search through
F. (Even more generally, [49] replaces the hybrid attack—see Section 6.8—with a quantum
hybrid attack.) This again takes L loops but has the advantage of using very little memory.
On the other hand, the L loops here are required to be serial. Limiting the real time to T
requires (L/T )2 parallel quantum searches, increasing the real cost to L2 /T . Estimating the
cost as just L is underestimating security, as NIST has recognized in the context of quantum
attacks against AES.

6.8

Hybrid attacks

The latest estimates for the cost of a hybrid attack are from Wunderer’s thesis [97] in 2018,
including various examples where the security estimates are far below the security estimates
from [4]. We now review the analysis of hybrid attacks. Note that [96] and [97] point out
various errors, underestimates, and overestimates in previous work.
Hybrid attacks were originated by Howgrave-Graham [55] in the context of Problem 1, and
are featured in typical security analyses of Problem 1, but are ignored in most security analyses of Problems 2 and 3. This appears to be a historical accident, arising from exaggerations
of the difference between Problem 1 and Problem 2.
Notation. We follow the standard convention of having matrices act as linear transformationsoncolumn vectors: M maps v to M v. For conciseness, we abbreviate the column
1

vector 2 as (1, 2, 3), not to be confused with the row vector 1 2 3 . Similarly, if v
3
and w are column vectors, we write (v, w) for the column vector obtained by concatenating
v with w.
Setup. The hybrid attack begins with the general problem of finding a short vector of the
form (qr + Cu, u), where r and u are integer vectors, given a matrix C. This includes all of
the lattice problems from Section 6.3:
• Problem 1: Take the matrix C with Cs = −As.
• Problem 2: Take the matrix C with C(s, t) = bt − As.
• Problem 3: Take the matrix C with C(s, t1 , t2 ) = (b1 t1 − A1 s, b2 t2 − A2 s).
Optionally choose a sublattice where some of the coordinates of (r, u) are 0, as in Section 6.4;
this produces a problem of the same form, with a shorter (r, u) and with C shrunk accordingly. Also, optionally project away some of the output coordinates, as in Section 6.4; this
again produces a problem of the same form.
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Basis reduction. The hybrid attack has two main computational phases. The first phase
is lattice-basis reduction, specifically BKZ-β for some block size β.
In the lattice attack in Section 6.4, β is chosen large enough that the shortest basis vector
is (hopefully) the target vector modulo negation. The hybrid attack tries to do better
by allowing β to be smaller (making BKZ-β faster), and using the second phase below to
compensate for the longer basis. The optimal balance between the two phases depends on
the cost of BKZ-β; underestimating (or overestimating) the cost can make the hybrid attack
seem less (or more) useful than it actually is.
Specifically, the hybrid attack has a parameter σ, an integer between 0 and the length of u.
The attack views u as having two parts (t, s), where s has length σ; the problem is now to
find a short vector of the form (qr + C1 t + C2 s, t, s). Say C1 is an a × b matrix, so b + σ is
the length of u.
The attack applies basis reduction to the matrix


qIa C1
.
0 Ib
The output of basis reduction is a relatively short matrix R generating the same lattice: i.e.,
the lattice of (qr + C1 t, t) for all (r, t) is exactly the lattice of Rz for all z. The original
lattice of (qr + C1 t + C2 s, t, s) is the lattice of (Rz + Ss, s) where S has the form (C2 , 0); i.e.,
the matrices




qIa C1 C2
R
S
 0 Ib 0  ,
0 Iσ
0
0 Iσ
generate the same lattice.
As an extreme case, if σ = 0, then this is the same basis reduction as in Section 6.4, and the
second phase is skipped. At the opposite extreme, if σ is the full length of u, then the first
matrix above is simply qIa , reduction outputs R = qIa , and the second phase of the hybrid
attack is the same as the meet-in-the-middle attack described in Section 6.7.
For intermediate values of σ, the analysis quantifies the effect of basis reduction as follows.
The lattice has rank d = a + b and determinant q a . Define δ = (β(πβ)1/β /(2πe))1/(2(β−1)) as
in Section 6.4, and define k = min{d, b(b/ logq δ)1/2 c}. The analysis then states that the d
output Gram–Schmidt vectors have approximately the following lengths: d − k copies of q,
followed by
q 1−b/k δ k−1 , q 1−b/k δ k−3 , . . . , q 1−b/k δ −(k−1) .
The product of these d lengths is q d−k (q 1−b/k )k = q d−b = q a as required. The general shape
of these lengths, with d − k orthogonal vectors (not affected by reduction) followed by a
geometric drop, is based on many experiments; on the other hand, (1) the experiments do
not support the formula for δ (see Section 6.4), and (2) the experiments show some systematic
deviations from the geometric-series assumption. Also, these formulas do not account for the
possibility of rescaling smaller input positions; taking only scale 1 can overestimate security.
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A standard speedup here for k < d, given that the analysis predicts that the first d − k
vectors will be unchanged, is to not bother reducing those d − k vectors. This allows basis
reduction to work with a lattice of rank k instead of d. This speedup is not visible in BKZ-β
cost models that use only β and that ignore the lattice rank; some of the cost models in
Section 6.9 are of this type.
Search. The second phase of the hybrid attack searches for a short vector of the form
(Rz + Ss, s). Recall that s has length σ. The matrix R is produced by the basis reduction
in the first phase.
The attack chooses a set of possibilities for s to search. Weight restrictions make the search
faster. We return below to the optimal choice of this set.
We will see in a moment how the attack tries to expand a candidate s into a short vector
(Rz + Ss, s). Having the target s in the set searched is not enough to guarantee the success
of the attack: even if (Rz + Ss, s) is short, the attack might instead find (Rz 0 + Ss, s) for
z 0 6= z and thus discard s. To evaluate the chance that the attack succeeds, the analysis
compares (1) the size of the short vector (Rz + Ss, s) to (2) how far R has been reduced.
Having the attack succeed relies on the first phase to have reduced the basis sufficiently,
which in turn needs β to be large enough.
To check a candidate s, the hybrid attack checks whether Ss − NearR (Ss) is small. Here
NearR (Ss) is defined as the output of Babai’s nearest-plane algorithm starting from the
matrix R and the point Ss. This output is in the lattice generated by R; in other words,
Ss − NearR (Ss) is a reduction of Ss modulo R. The algorithm runs in polynomial time.
If the target Rz+Ss is sufficiently small, compared to how well reduced R is, then Near(Ss) =
−Rz, and the attack finds Rz+Ss as desired. The probability that this occurs is heuristically
estimated in [97, Section 5.3.2, formula (5.6)] as
!
Z 1
Y
2
(1 − t2 )(d−3)/2 dt
1−
d−1 1
B(
,
)
min{ri ,1}
2
2
1≤i≤d
where ri is the ith Gram–Schmidt length divided by 2|Rz + Ss|2 , and
 Z 1

Z 1
d−1 1
(d−3)/2
−1/2
B
,
=
t
(1 − t)
dt = 2
(1 − t2 )(d−3)/2 dt.
2
2
0
0
More experimental evidence is needed to test the accuracy of this estimate.
(Wunderer mentions that the integrals here can be computed by, e.g., the Sage computeralgebra system. We comment that Sage has a built-in function beta
Q for B, and, more
to the point, a built-in function for each factor Pi in the product 1≤i≤d Pi above, given
ri : after defining T = RealDistribution(’beta’,((d-1)/2,1/2)) one can compute Pi as
1-T.cum_distribution_function(1-ri^2).)
The previous literature, instead of asking whether the algorithm finds Rz + Ss, usually
asks whether the target is small enough to apply a particular theorem guaranteeing that the
algorithm finds Rz +Ss. This can overestimate or underestimate security. Overestimate: the
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algorithm can work even when the theorem does not guarantee that it works. Underestimate:
there is an error in the usual applications of the theorem, as pointed out in [97, pages 70–71].
Choice of the set to search. If the target s is extracting a limited number of positions
from a weight-w vector then s probably has weight below w. The set of s searched in,
e.g., [96] is the set of s having the single most likely weight, and, within this, the single most
likely split between the number of 1’s and the number of −1’s. (The set is further restricted
in the meet-in-the-middle context.)
However, for typical parameters, there are many choices of weights and splits that are almost
as likely. Searching all of those together gains performance, since the work in the first phase
is shared. This was pointed out in [97, Section 7.3] for the quantum hybrid attack, but it
also applies to the non-quantum case.
This does not mean that one should search all possibilities. Searching very unlikely weights
is less efficient than restarting the algorithm with new random choices of positions. To
optimize the choice of the set of s, one needs to take into account how the choice affects
the cost of the search (which is one component of the total cost of the algorithm) and the
probability that the algorithm succeeds.
The cost details depend on whether one uses a meet-in-the-middle attack or a quantum
search; see below. Regarding probabilities, the main question analyzed in [97, Section 7.3]
is the chance that s is in the set.
S
Choose an interval I ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , σ}, and take the set i∈I Si , where Si is the set of small
weight-i
S length-σ vectors s. More generally, [97, Section 7.3] considers removing part of S`
from i∈I Si , where ` is the least likely i ∈ I.
Assume again that s is obtained by extracting
σ positions from a uniform random small

σ i
weight-w length-p vector f . There are i 2 elements of Si , and each element isScompatible
with p−σ
2w−i choices of f , out of the wp 2w total choices of f . Hence s ∈ i∈I Si with
w−i P

 p
probability i∈I σi p−σ
/ w .
w−i
We point out that this analysis ignores the following correlation: if s has lower/higher weight
then the rest of the vector has higher/lower weight and is thus less/more likely to be found
by the Near computation. It is not clear whether ignoring this correlation overestimates or
underestimates security.
Meet-in-the-middle. To save time, the second phase of the hybrid attack actually identifies
s through a collision search.
Choose a partition of the σ positions in s into two halves. Write s as s1 + s2 where s1 is
supported on the first half and s2 is supported on the second half. Choose a set of possibilities
for s1 to search, and a set of possibilities for s2 to search, so that the sums s1 + s2 cover
many of the most likely choices for s.
Above we considered the chance that Near(Ss) = −Rz for the short target Rz + Ss. If this
occurs then it is not unreasonable to also hope that Near(Ss1 ) + Near(Ss2 ) = Near(Ss),
i.e., that Ss1 − Near(Ss1 ) and Ss2 − Near(Ss2 ) have sum Ss − Near(Ss) = Rz + Ss, so
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the coordinates of Ss1 − Near(Ss1 ) and Near(Ss2 ) − Ss2 are close, producing a collision of
extracted bits as in Section 6.7.
The meet-in-the-middle approach is generally advertised as reducing the number of Near
computations to its square root. However, the memory-consumption issues analyzed in Section 6.7 are applicable here, so the real cost improvement is only a fourth root. Furthermore,
the decomposition of s into s1 and s2 reduces the success probability of the algorithm, for
two reasons:
• Collisions are not guaranteed to occur. On the contrary, the chance that Near(Ss1 ) +
Near(Ss2 ) = Near(Ss) can be much smaller than 1. The latest heuristic analysis is in
[97], but again more experimental evidence is needed. Most of the literature on hybrid
attacks treats the collision chance as 1, underestimating security.
• Searching only the most likely weights for s1 and the most likely weights for s2 is more
restrictive than searching only the most likely weights for s.
A reasonable (but perhaps not optimal) choice of sets to search is the following. Say s1 has
length σ1 and s2 hasSlength σ2 , with σ = σ1 + σ2 . Choose an interval I1 ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , σ1 },
and search all s1 ∈ i∈I1 Si,1 , where Si,1 is the set of small weight-i
S length-σ1 vectors s1 .
Similarly choose an interval I2 ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , σ2 }, and search all s2 ∈ i∈I2 Si,2 , where Si,2 is
the set of small weight-i length-σ2 vectors s2 .
 P

P
The total size of the s1 search space and the s2 search space is i∈I1 2i1 σi11 + i∈I2 2i2 σi22 .
The chance that (s1 , s2 ) is in the product of search spaces, when s1 and s2 are obtained
by
disjoint
  positions
 from
 a uniform random small weight-w length-p vector f , is
P extracting
P
σ1 σ2 p−σ1 −σ2
p
/ w .
i1 ∈I1
i2 ∈I2 i1
i2
w−i1 −i2
As an experiment, we took p = 761, w = 286, σ1 = 199, and σ2 = 200, and searched
(not comprehensively) for the choices of (I1 , I2 ) that Pareto-optimize (1) the total size of
the s1 and s2 search spaces and (2) the chance that (s1 , s2 ) is in the product of the search
spaces. We found, e.g., (2293.575 , 2−0.000320566 ) for I1 = {0, . . . , 97} and I2 = {0, . . . , 96};
(2268.079 , 2−1.02933 ) for I1 = I2 = {0, . . . , 98}; (2262.99 , 2−2.11644 ) for I1 = I2 = {0, . . . , 75};
(2256.791 , 2−4.26975 ) for I1 = {0, . . . , 72} and I2 = {0, . . . , 71}; (2249.187 , 2−8.14923 ) for I1 =
{0, . . . , 68} and I2 = {0, . . . , 67}; and many intermediate examples. We also explored a
slightly more general choice of sets, taking only a fraction of Si for the maximum i ∈ I2 ; this
did not noticeably change the shape of the Pareto-optimal curve, although it did fill in even
more intermediate points. We did not find any Pareto-optimal examples with the maxima
of I1 and I2 separated by more than 1.
The literature usually treats each invocation of the Near algorithm as having cost 1, underestimating security. Wunderer quotes [52] as claiming just d2 /21.06 bit operations for Near
in rank d, but all known algorithms are slower than this.
Quantum search. An alternative, from [49], is a quantum search through the set of s.
If ps is the probability of s then inside the quantum search
should choose each s with
P one
2/3
2/3 3/2
probability proportional to ps , and run the search for ( s ps ) iterations; see [49] for
an explanation of the exponents here.
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Like the quantum search in Section 6.7, this fits in low memory, and it eliminates issues
arising from the decomposition of s into s1 + s2 . However, as in Section 6.7, the cost
increases if the total attack time is limited.

6.9

The cost of BKZ

The first version of BKZ, introduced by Schnorr and Euchner [87], works as follows. BKZ
solves SVP on the lattice generated by the first β basis vectors b1 , . . . , bβ , and updates the
basis to include the short vector found by SVP. BKZ then does the same for b2 , . . . , bβ+1 ,
and then b3 , . . . , bβ+2 , and so on through all of the basis vectors (with block sizes decreasing
below β for the final vectors); this completes one BKZ “tour”. BKZ repeats these tours until
the basis stops changing.
BKZ solves SVP on the lattice generated by b1 , . . . , bβ using “enumeration”, as in [79, 47, 59].
Enumeration is a pruned combinatorial search for integer vectors (c1 , . . . , cβ ) such that c1 b1 +
· · · + cβ bβ is short (specifically, shorter than the shortest vector found so far). The pruning
uses a formula for the maximum size of c1 given that c1 b1 + · · · + cβ bβ is short; then, for each
c1 , a formula for the maximum size of c2 given that c1 b1 + · · · + cβ bβ is short; etc. These
formulas produce smaller outputs and thus faster enumeration when b1 , . . . , bβ are closer to
orthogonal, so BKZ calls LLL as a preprocessing step before each SVP computation.
Today “BKZ” refers to a more complicated algorithm with many adjustable parameters:
• For large β, each use of LLL is replaced by more expensive preprocessing, typically
recursive calls to BKZ-β 0 for some β 0 < β. This takes time but speeds up enumeration.
• Instead of searching every coefficient ci that could possibly lead to a shorter vector, the
attacker searches a more limited range of coefficients ci that are most likely to lead to
a sufficiently short vector. This reduces the success probability of the SVP step, but
compensates with a larger savings in time.
• Bases are extended to larger generating sets. The attacker accumulates a database of
short combinations of the original basis vectors, and tries to reduce each new vector
by subtracting nearby elements in the database, rather than merely by subtracting
multiples of the original basis vectors. Various specific strategies for doing this are
called “sieving” algorithms.
• The number of tours is limited, typically to 8. This limit is based on graphs showing
that, in small-scale experiments, most of the improvements in output quality are from
the earliest tours; see, e.g., [51, Figure 1]. However, the usual calculations of β are
sensitive to the exact output quality, so a small loss of output quality can produce a
large slowdown from a larger value of β. We have not found quantitative analyses in
the literature claiming that 8 is optimal; we have not even found analyses claiming
that the optimal number of tours is constant as β increases.
See, e.g., [36] for a 2011 version of BKZ with some of these features (“BKZ 2.0”); [16, 63]
for more recent sieving methods; [10] for more recent pruning methods; and [5] for further
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variants. See also [65] for quantum versions of some sieving algorithms, and [11] for a
quantum enumeration algorithm.
2

BKZ cost asymptotics. There is a consensus that the version of BKZ in [87] costs 2O(β )
if the number of tours is limited and if β is not too small compared to the lattice dimension;
that recursive preprocessing, first used in [59], reduces O(β 2 ) to O(β log β); and that sieving
reduces O(β log β) to O(β).
There are some proofs of more precise asymptotic upper bounds for the number of “operations” used for some SVP algorithms. For example, an algorithm from [81] solves dimensionβ SVP using 22.465...β+o(β) “operations”, and an algorithm from [2] solves dimension-β SVP
using 2β+o(β) “operations”. However, these upper bounds are generally believed to be vastly
larger than the number of “operations” in the best algorithms known.
There are also heuristic analyses that try to produce more accurate asymptotics for various algorithms. (There are also many other aspects of lattice attacks relying on heuristic
analyses; see, e.g., Section 6.4.) For example, the analysis of [72] states that a particular
sieving algorithm uses 20.415...β+o(β) “operations”. A new wave of sieving algorithms starting in 2013 culminated in the analysis of [16], concluding that the algorithm of [16] takes
just p
20.292...β+o(β) “operations”. The constants 0.415 . . . and 0.292 . . . here are log2 (4/3) and
log2 3/2 respectively.
Memory consumption. Enumeration fits into very little memory even for large β. Kuo,
Schneider, Dagdelen, Reichelt, Buchmann, Cheng, and Yang [62] showed that enumeration
parallelizes effectively within and across GPUs.
Sieving algorithms in the literature typically use a massive database, size 20.2075...β+o(β) (and
often even larger). This multiplies the real cost of the algorithms by 20.1037...β+o(β) ; see
Section 6.6.
It is sometimes claimed that sieving algorithms must use 20.2075...β+o(β) space, so sieving
algorithms necessarily cost this much, so SVP algorithms necessarily cost this much. The
first step in this argument was disproven by “tuple lattice sieving”, which achieved a smaller
space exponent. Tuple lattice sieving has a larger time exponent and is ignored in [4].
How concrete cost formulas for BKZ are produced. The asymptotic formula
0.292 . . . β + o(β) means β times something that converges to 0.292 . . . as β → ∞. The
o symbol, by definition, says nothing about any particular value of β. For example,
0.292 . . . β + o(β) could be 1000 for β = 500, even though 0.292 . . . · 500 is under 147.
Readers often think—or hope—that o(β) can be ignored, i.e., replaced with 0. However,
ignoring o() in asymptotics can lead to misstating security levels by an unlimited number
of bits: e.g., claiming 2100 “operations” or 2300 “operations” for an attack that actually
uses 2200 “operations”. Furthermore, small-scale experiments show deviations, often large
deviations, from the resulting formulas. Consider, e.g., [16, Figure 3], which reports a best
fit of 20.387β−15 for its fastest sieving experiments.
There are two common responses in the literature on lattice-based cryptography to the
problem of a cost formula that does not match experiments. One standard response—when
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the experiments are consistently slower, as often happens—is that the cost formula ignored
“polynomial factors” that are visible in the experiments. This leaves the security reviewer
with many unanswered questions: How large could these factors become when attacks are
scaled up? Why should we think that the underestimate is only polynomial? Could the cost
formula overestimate security for larger sizes, for example by a subexponential factor that
is not visible in small-scale experiments?
Another standard response is to complicate the formula in a way that
• is consistent with the known asymptotics and
• leaves more free variables to improve the fit of the formula to the experiments.
For example, the formula 0.187β log2 β−1.019β+16.1, one of the cost formulas used in [4], was
obtained as follows. A heuristic asymptotic analysis states Θ(β log β) for some enumeration
algorithms. Experiments are a poor fit to aβ log β, so instead hypothesize a formula of
the form aβ log2 β + bβ + c. Unsurprisingly, the extra variables allow a better fit to the
experiments. This again leaves the security reviewer with many unanswered questions: Why
should we think that the formula accurately predicts the cost of much larger computations?
What happens if the actual cost follows a formula with a different shape?
Four of the conflicting formulas used in [4] are 0.292β (“Core-SVP”), 0.292β + 16.4, 0.292β +
log2 β, and 0.292β + 16.4 + log2 (8d). The first formula simply takes the 0.292 . . . β + o(β)
asymptotic and imagines that o(β) is 0 (and rounds to 0.292). The second and third formulas
imagine that there is a constant-factor overhead, or a β-factor overhead. The fourth formula
is like the second formula but includes 8 tours, each with d SVP calls. Another four formulas
replace 0.292 with 0.265 for the quantum case.
Another two formulas are 0.368β for the non-quantum case and 0.2975β for the quantum
case. These are the “operation” exponents for two “minimum-space” algorithms that have
space exponents 0.208.
The other four formulas use enumeration rather than sieving. Two of these formulas,
0.187β log2 β − 1.019β + 16.1 as mentioned above and 0.000784β 2 + 0.366β − 0.9 + log2 (8d)
(from [53]), were obtained by fitting two different shapes to the same data. These formulas
are (as pointed out by Schanck) within 10 bits of each other for all costs below 2256 , and it is
not clear which formula has larger errors in this range (even assuming accuracy of the original
data). The third formula, 0.125β log2 β − 0.755β + 2.25, was introduced as a “lower bound”
on a class of enumeration algorithms. The last formula, (0.187β log2 β − 1.019β + 16.1)/2 for
the quantum case, starts from the first formula and hypothesizes an exact 1/2 factor from
quantum search; [11] justifies a 1/2 + o(1) factor, but does not justify exactly 1/2. Note that
quantum searches normally have considerable overhead for their inner loops.
The cutoff between sieving and enumeration. Imagine, in the quantum case, that
the (0.187β log2 β − 1.019β + 16.1)/2 formula above accurately predicts enumeration cost,
and that the 0.265β + 16.4 formula above accurately predicts sieving cost. Then sieving
and enumeration both cost about 2114 for β ≈ 368; enumeration is faster for smaller β, and
sieving is faster for larger β.
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We emphasize that this 368 cutoff is extremely sensitive to the exact numbers in the formulas,
since log2 β grows very slowly with β. For example, imagine that another algorithm improves
the secondary enumeration term from −1.019β/2 to −1.119β/2. This makes the cutoff leap
from cost 2114 at β ≈ 368 to cost 2151 at β ≈ 509.
For comparison, [48] estimated that its pruning improvements saved a factor 20.25β compared to earlier pruning methods. The (0.187β log2 β − 1.019β + 16.1)/2 formula already
takes account (indirectly) of this improvement, but it does not take account of more recent
improvements such as [10].
As a more extreme example, take the original enumeration formula, but add 0.104β to the
sieving formula to account for the real cost of memory. This produces an even more dramatic
change in the cutoff, up to 2225 operations at β ≈ 610.
Improvements in sieving could swing the cutoff the other way. The recent paper [5] claims
that this has happened in the non-quantum case—that its latest sieving algorithm is “400
times faster” than enumeration in a small-scale experiment, which surely means that sieving
has an even larger advantage for cryptographic sizes. However, this experiment used 246
gigabytes of RAM. For the same hardware cost, an attacker can purchase many thousands of
GPU “cores”, massively parallelizing enumeration as explained in [62]. The comparison in [5]
ignores this competitor (and also ignores more recent enumeration algorithms such as [10]).
Larger examples will give the attacker larger benefits from the massive parallelizability of
enumeration, and will make the costs hidden in [5] more obvious.
Perhaps the approach of [5] can outperform enumeration algorithms for an attack that fits
within a reasonable security target, or perhaps not; more analysis is required. To quantify
the cutoff between the known algorithms, a security reviewer needs to investigate both classes
of algorithms in detail, taking care to avoid oversimplified asymptotics, unjustified extrapolations, and unrealistic cost models. Future improvements in sieving or in enumeration will
require a reevaluation of the cutoff.

6.10

Algebraic attacks

The attack strategy of Ding [43], Arora–Ge [12], and Albrecht–Cid–Faugère–Fitzpatrick–
√
Perret [3] takes subexponential time to break dimension-n LWE with noise width o( n),
and polynomial time to break LWE with constant noise width. However, these attacks
require many LWE samples, whereas typical cryptosystems in the NTRU family provide far
less data to the attacker. When these attacks are adapted to cryptosystems that provide
only (say) 2n samples, they end up taking more than 20.5n time, even when the noise is
limited to {0, 1}. See generally [3, Theorem 7] and [67, Case Study 1].
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6.11

A selection of estimates

There are many proposals of lattice-based cryptosystems, and of parameter sets for those
cryptosystems. What are the pre-quantum and post-quantum security levels of each of these
parameter sets?
The literature contains many different strategies to compute answers to this question. Given
the issues described in Sections 6.4 through 6.9, it seems reasonably clear that all of these
strategies are wrong, but that some strategies are more wrong than others. This creates
serious problems in using the results: for example, deciding what parameter sizes are needed,
or evaluating the merits of more specific design decisions such as the choice of weight.
It is important to put a warning note next to estimates that allow free access to arbitrarily
large amounts of memory; see Section 6.6. It is also important to put a warning note next to
estimates that disregard hybrid attacks. These issues interact: it is harder to see the value
of hybrid attacks if sieving is assumed to handle BKZ-β cheaply, and it is harder to see the
true cost of sieving if memory is incorrectly assumed to be free.
With all of the above caveats in mind, we consider four options for cost estimates: operation
exponent 0.292β or 0.18728β log2 β − 1.0192β + 16.1; real cost of memory or free memory;
hybrid attacks allowed or not; quantum speedups allowed or not. Three combinations turn
out to be redundant (for known algorithms), leaving the following 13 cost estimates that we
use in Section 7:
• Non-quantum 0.292β, non-hybrid, free memory. Many post-quantum proposals have
reported results from this estimate, and NIST has asked for a comparison using the
same estimate.
• Non-quantum 0.292β, hybrid, free memory. This is the same cost model but corrects
the omission of hybrid attacks.
• Non-quantum 0.396β, non-hybrid, real cost of memory. This corrects the cost model.
The 0.396β assumes exponent 0.292β for the number of memory accesses and exponent
0.208β for the amount of memory.
• Non-quantum 0.396β, hybrid, real cost of memory.
• Non-quantum 0.18728β log2 β − 1.0192β + 16.1, non-hybrid, real cost of memory. This
has the advantage of naturally being a low-memory algorithm.
• Non-quantum 0.18728β log2 β − 1.0192β + 16.1, hybrid, free memory.
• Non-quantum 0.18728β log2 β − 1.0192β + 16.1, hybrid, real cost of memory.
• Quantum 0.265β, non-hybrid, free memory. The improvement from 0.292 to 0.265
relies on quantum random access to memory, and there is no known speedup in a
realistic model.
• Quantum 0.265β, hybrid, free memory.
• Quantum 0.396β, hybrid, real cost of memory.
• Quantum (0.18728β log2 β − 1.0192β + 16.1)/2, non-hybrid, real cost of memory. This
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is another low-memory algorithm.
• Quantum (0.18728β log2 β − 1.0192β + 16.1)/2, hybrid, free memory.
• Quantum (0.18728β log2 β − 1.0192β + 16.1)/2, hybrid, real cost of memory.
Hybrid attack estimates are more difficult to compute than non-hybrid attack estimates:
there are more parameters (especially in the non-quantum case), and the formulas are more
complicated. We use the heuristic beta-distribution formula from [97] to compute block sizes,
but for the moment we assume collision probability 1 (underestimating security) rather than
using the collision-probability formula from [97].
To simplify near-future comparisons, we use only “Core” estimates (one SVP call), even
though these underestimate security. We also exclude 0.292β + 16.4, 0.292β + log2 β, etc.:
these minor variants distract attention from potentially much larger problems with the main
term.
We also exclude the formula 0.000784β 2 +· · · from [53]. As noted above, this formula is close
to the 0.18728β log2 β + · · · formula throughout the entire range of cryptographic interest
(up through 256 bits of security), and it is not clear which formula has larger errors in this
range; including both formulas does not seem to add any value. The quadratic formula
was pushed far beyond the cryptographic range in [4] (primarily because [4] ignored hybrid
attacks, which use smaller block sizes), turning the growth of the formula into a distraction
for the reader, so we opt for the 0.18728β log2 β + · · · formula.
All of the quantum speedups are Grover searches, or generalizations such as amplitude
amplification. The speedup factor is thus limited by the real time available to the attacker,
compared to the time required for each iteration of the search. More precise cost estimates
require evaluating the number of qubits, number of qubit operations, and latency for each
iteration, along with the general costs of quantum computation.

7

Expected strength (2.B.4) in general

Expanded and updated for round 2.

7.1

Security definitions

Streamlined NTRU Prime and NTRU LPRime are both designed for IND-CCA2 security.
It is possible to save time, especially in decapsulation, by abandoning protection against
chosen-ciphertext attacks. This submission intentionally avoids providing any such options.
It is not clear that the speedup is relevant to users (see Section 5.4), whereas there is a clear
risk that providing options vulnerable to chosen-ciphertext attacks will lead to deployment
of those options in scenarios that turn out to allow such attacks.
Internals. Streamlined NTRU Prime Core, NTRU LPRime Core, and NTRU LPRime
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Expand are designed for OW-Passive security,5 i.e., one-wayness against passive attacks.
OW-Passive security means that it is difficult to find an input (generated uniformly at random) given a public key (generated by the key-generation procedure) and the corresponding
ciphertext (generated by encrypting the input).
We emphasize that OW-Passive security is not adequate for applications. Streamlined NTRU
Prime Core, NTRU LPRime Core, and NTRU LPRime Expand are internal modules that
are not meant to be exposed to users. However, these modules have the advantage of being
relatively simple targets for cryptanalysis. These are also useful targets to consider, since
OW-Passive security of Streamlined NTRU Prime Core and NTRU LPRime Expand tightly
implies security of the complete KEMs against ROM IND-CCA2 attacks.
Malleability. Lattice-based encryption has various symmetries, analogous to well-known
ECC symmetries. For example, if c = Round(hr) is a Rounded Quotient NTRU ciphertext
for r under public key h, then −c = Round(−hr) is a Rounded Quotient NTRU ciphertext
for r under public key −h. Furthermore, as in ECC, it is natural for software to decode
multiple strings to the same ciphertext and to decode multiple strings to the same public
key: e.g., allowing q as a synonym for 0.
Shoup [89] refers to equivalent encodings of ciphertexts as “benign malleability”. Benign
malleability of ciphertexts violates IND-CCA2 if ciphertexts are defined as strings, but does
not violate IND-CCA2 if ciphertexts are defined as the mathematical objects produced by
decoding. Benign malleability of public keys does not violate IND-CCA2 either way, and
symmetries such as (c, h) ↔ (−c, −h) do not violate IND-CCA2 either way.
The standard argument for allowing equivalent encodings and symmetries is that (1) it is
easy to build protocols where these are not problems, (2) ignoring these issues simplifies
the primitives, and (3) the literature has not settled upon a definition of what primitives
should be trying to accomplish, beyond IND-CCA2. The standard argument for prohibiting
equivalent encodings and symmetries—even without a clear definition of the goal—is that (1)
people sometimes build protocols where these are problems and (2) primitives can protect
at least some of these protocols without much extra cost.
To ensure IND-CCA2 security with ciphertexts defined as strings, we reencode the new
ciphertext produced during decapsulation and compare to the original ciphertext. However,
this reencoding step does nothing to prevent public-key malleability. We also note that there
is a risk of implementations skipping the reencoding step and merely comparing unencoded
ciphertexts; test suites that include invalid ciphertexts will not necessarily include enough
forms of malleability.6
After considering the costs (in performance and in complexity), we have decided to hash
the ciphertext string and the public-key string into our session key. This hashing enforces
5

OW-Passive security is typically called “OW-CPA” security, but there are no attacker-chosen plaintexts
in the definition.
6
A single test of a modified encoding is enough if the encoding is decoded to the original ciphertext:
skipping the reencoding step will produce the original session key, failing the test. However, if the modification
changes the decoder output (e.g., if q is not reduced to 0), then skipping the reencoding step will pass the
test, and further tests are required.
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unique encodings: any modification to either string will produce an unrelated session key.
This hashing should also rule out other symmetries. We caution reviewers, however, that
the security consequences of this hashing need to be formalized and proven, and that it is
safer for protocols to rely on simpler promises from primitives.
Multi-target attacks. We recommend handling multi-target attacks by aiming for a very
high single-target security level, and then relying on the fact that T -target attacks gain at
most a factor T . This approach is simple and effective, and is not much more expensive than
merely stopping single-target attacks.
A different approach is to try to eliminate the gain from T -target attacks—or, if this is not
possible, to at least reduce the gain below a factor T . This approach complicates the entire
attack surface. For every single-target attack, the reviewer is forced to ask how much more
effective multi-target attacks can be. Occasionally the literature convincingly answers this
question, but usually it does not.
It is conceivable that our hashing of the public key (see above) makes multi-target attacks
more difficult than they otherwise would be. For example, consider an attacker who guesses
many inputs, computes the corresponding 256-bit confirmations, and scans many ciphertexts,
searching for these confirmations. The public key is hashed into the confirmation, so this
attack is limited to ciphertexts for a particular key, limiting the total number of targets.7
On the other hand, this attack was already so expensive as to be (1) uninteresting and (2)
unlikely to be the most effective multi-target attack against the complete system.
It is easy to argue that various 256-bit quantities are overkill, and that we could safely
truncate to smaller sizes. However, the maximum possible savings are only a small fraction
of our key sizes and ciphertext sizes. Consistently using 256 bits simplifies security review.

7.2

Quantitative security and rationale

Our general strategy for evaluating and selecting parameter sets is as follows:
• Take a broad initial collection of parameter sets.
• Compute the estimated performance and estimated security for each parameter set.
• Restrict attention to parameter sets offering nearly optimal tradeoffs between estimated
performance and estimated security.
• Choose a performance requirement, and restrict attention to parameter sets meeting
this requirement.
• Take the parameter set with the highest estimated security.
As the performance requirement varies, the parameter sets that can be produced by this
7

The attack still benefits from the number of ciphertexts encrypted to one key. For comparison, encrypting
each guessed input and comparing to all the ciphertexts has the same benefit, but the encryption is somewhat
more expensive than hashing. The communication costs in either version of the attack can be reduced;
see [73].
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procedure are not all possible Pareto-optimal parameter sets. The third step imposes a
restriction stronger than Pareto-optimality. By making “nearly” sufficiently stringent, one
can limit attention to, e.g., only 10 parameter sets with estimated security between 264 and
2256 . This type of limitation was already used in, e.g., [17], and provides a principled way to
reduce concerns about an attacker potentially choosing parameters from a large set to target
a secret weakness. See generally [20].
Initial collection of parameter sets. Our latest scans are through all primes p, q with
256 < p < 1024; p < q < 16p; 512 ≤ p log256 q ≤ 2048; q mod 6 = 1; and xp − x − 1
irreducible in (Z/q)[x].
For each (p, q), we take the maximum possible w for Streamlined NTRU Prime so that
there are no decryption failures according to Theorem 3. Later we return to the question of
whether this choice of w is optimal.
In the end we reuse the same (p, q) for NTRU LPRime, with smaller w as required for NTRU
LPRime. This reuse has obvious advantages, and we have not found significant differences
between optimizing (p, q) for Streamlined NTRU Prime and optimizing (p, q) for NTRU
LPRime.
Estimated performance. For a performance metric we use p log2 q, a simple lower bound
on the number of bits in a Streamlined NTRU Prime public key. The actual number of bits
is slightly more than this, depending on the details of how elements of R/q are encoded.
Another possibility is to use ciphertext size instead of public-key size, or the sum of the two
sizes; this makes smaller ratios q/p look marginally better.
Yet another possibility is to take a combination of bytes and cycles (estimated or measured).
See Section 5.4.
Tradeoffs. It is easiest to see tradeoffs graphically, so we have drawn many graphs with
estimated performance on the x-axis and estimated security on the y-axis, as in [19, attachment] and [85]. The main reason that there are many graphs is that there are many different
ways to estimate security against known attacks; see Section 6.
As one example of a previous graph for a particular security estimate, [85, Figure 12] compares performance (the total of public-key size and ciphertext size) to pre-quantum security
against known hybrid attacks, assuming BKZ-β cost exponent 0.18728β log2 β − 1.0192β +
16.1 and assuming free memory access. The graph clearly shows the impact of four different
weight fractions w/p:
• Weight fractions 0.375 and 0.5 give the best tradeoffs, with 0.5 marginally better for
extremely high security levels and 0.375 marginally better for lower security levels.
• Weight fraction 0.6 is noticeably worse, and weight fraction 0.666 . . . is even worse.
For comparison, [85, Figure 11] uses BKZ-β cost exponent 0.292β and ignores hybrid attacks.
In this graph, weight 0.375 is clearly better than weight 0.5.
The underlying reason for this discrepancy is as follows. Large weights force a large q and
thus larger sizes, so there is an obvious benefit of using smaller weights. On the other hand,
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reducing the weight creates more and more benefit for hybrid attacks, and eventually this
turns out to be more important. A moderate weight fraction turns out to be optimum. If
hybrid attacks are ignored then low weights produce less benefit for the attacker, and the
optimum weight fraction is smaller.
We see no justification for ignoring hybrid attacks. On the other hand, there are at least
three arguments that the optimal weight fraction against known attacks is smaller than the
optimal weight fraction in [85, Figure 12]:
• Accounting for the real cost of memory makes meet-in-the-middle attacks more expensive, reducing the benefit of hybrid attacks. Compare our Figure 4 to Figure 5.
• Switching from 0.18728β log2 β − 1.0192β + 16.1 to 0.396β improves the non-hybrid
baseline, further limiting the benefit of hybrid attacks. See Figure 7.
• In the quantum setting, quantum hybrid attacks work in low memory, but quantum
enumeration again improves the non-hybrid baseline, again limiting the benefit of hybrid attacks. See Figure 9.
Our graphs make clear that taking weight fraction 0.25 or smaller is noticeably suboptimal
for the third setting, and that taking weight fraction 0.5 or larger is noticeably suboptimal
for the second setting. We restrict attention to parameters with a weight fraction between
0.25 and 0.5.
Schanck in [85] speculates that “improved combinatorial attacks” will lead to an optimal
weight fraction between 0.5 and 0.666 . . ., meaning that smaller choices will turn out to
damage security at any particular level of performance. One can alternatively speculate that
improvements in BKZ-β will have the opposite effect, meaning that larger choices will turn
out to damage security at any particular level of performance. Past improvements have been
in both of these directions, and there is no way to simultaneously avoid both risks.
Density of the parameter space. As our graphs illustrate, the NTRU Prime parameter
space provides many closely spaced parameter options. We could easily provide an even closer
spacing, for example by allowing more polynomials with small coefficients and maximumsize Galois group. Our general parameter-selection methodology would then impose narrower
limits on the weight fraction, bringing the fraction even closer to its optimal value, to focus
on a few particularly attractive parameter sets.
There is, however, a difficulty here: different security estimates do not agree on precisely
what the optimal value is. Slightly increasing security to its optimum for one estimate means
slightly decreasing security for another estimate. The resulting parameter sets would not
be robust against variations in the current security estimates (never mind the likelihood of
future advances in attacks against lattice-based cryptography). Our current parameter space
gives us a much more robust parameter selection; see below.
The choice of w. We return to the question mentioned earlier of whether w should be
chosen as large as possible for each (p, q).
Analyses generally indicate that larger weights are harder to find, with the following excep-
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tion: taking w/p larger than 2/3 reduces the number of possible keys. This makes simple
meet-in-the-middle attacks faster for w/p > 2/3. The same effect speeds up various estimates for hybrid attacks if w/p is close enough to 1. For example, for (p, q) = (619, 9679),
some of our estimates say that w = 604 has slightly less security than smaller values of w.
This phenomenon has no effect on our parameter selection. The cases where w is reduced
for better estimated security still have w ≥ 2/3, and have worse size-security tradeoffs than
parameter sets where the maximum w is below 2/3. For simplicity our parameter definitions
prohibit w/p > 2/3, although we have included w/p > 2/3 in our graphs.
Choice of performance requirement. Consider the problem of fitting a client’s public
key into a single Internet packet. This allows a server to immediately set up a cryptographic
session, encapsulating a session key in its response packet, without having to buffer any data;
such buffers are a traditional target for denial-of-service attacks.
IPv6 guarantees that a 1280-byte packet will be transmitted successfully (while measurements such as [94] and [93] indicate that slightly larger packets often encounter failures), so
it is natural to set 1280 bytes as a packet-size limit. This does not mean that the key-size
limit should be as large as 1280 bytes. Part of the space in a packet is consumed by overhead,
and the amount of overhead depends on other protocol details. For example, a minimal IPv6
header consumes 40 bytes (as opposed to 20 bytes for IPv4); a UDP header consumes 8 bytes;
protocol designers often include 32 bytes for an ECC key; protocol designers often include
a connection identifier; etc. Leaving some room below 1280 bytes provides flexibility for the
protocol designer.
We rank (p, q, w) by estimated security, subject to requiring 0.25 ≤ w/p ≤ 0.5 and
p log256 q ≤ 1280. The top three results are the following:
• (823, 4513, 282), with w/p ≈ 0.34 and p log256 q ≈ 1248.89; 31 bytes of flexibility
(assuming space-optimal encoding into bytes).
• (787, 4243, 265), with w/p ≈ 0.34 and p log256 q ≈ 1185.50; 94 bytes of flexibility.
• (761, 4591, 286), with w/p ≈ 0.38 and p log256 q ≈ 1157.16; 122 bytes of flexibility.
The ordering of these three results is consistent across all 13 security estimates in our computations, except that the second and third results are exchanged in one ranking. Note
that there is a more important impact of the allowed range of weight fractions: the top two
results would have disappeared if we had required w ≥ b3p/8c, as in [85]. We have selected
the (761, 4591, 286) parameter set, with 122 bytes of flexibility. In our round-1 submission
we used some of this flexibility to accommodate a somewhat less space-efficient encoding of
public keys; we are now using a more space-efficient encoding.
Ciphertexts for Streamlined NTRU Prime are smaller than public keys. If the public key
from the client fits into a packet then the ciphertext from the server will also fit into a packet
(even if it is accompanied by, e.g., a 32-byte cookie with a 16-byte authenticator). The same
choices of p and q also give the application the option of deploying NTRU LPRime, where
the sizes of public key and ciphertext are approximately reversed.
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Beyond this parameter set, NIST has requested specification of additional parameter sets
for NTRU Prime. It is straightforward to follow the same methodology to generate further
parameter sets. We have generated a smaller parameter set from a tighter performance
requirement, and a larger parameter set from a looser performance requirement, as explained
below.
A tighter performance requirement. Consider the following problem. An application
deploys a code-based encryption system, Classic McEliece, with 1MB public keys. The
application cannot afford to frequently transmit such large public keys, so the application
also deploys NTRU Prime for forward secrecy. For efficiency, the application uses a single
1280-byte IPv6 packet in each direction to initiate session keys for both systems, rather than
imposing the delay of an extra round trip to first establish a session key for one system
and then establish a session key for the other. The client begins with the server’s long-term
Classic McEliece public key, and uses this public key to encrypt an ephemeral NTRU Prime
public key to the server. The server’s response establishes an NTRU Prime session key.
In more detail, the client sends a packet containing a 226-byte Classic McEliece ciphertext.
This ciphertext establishes a session key. The client uses this session key to encrypt an
ephemeral NTRU Prime public key; the ciphertext is also included in this packet. The encrypted key also needs to be authenticated; the conventional modular option at this point is
to use 16 bytes for a high-security authenticator under the same session key. A space-saving
alternative is to observe that plaintext confirmation can be hashed together with additional
data (replace, e.g., a 32-byte confirmation C with a 32-byte H(C, D)) to implicitly authenticate the additional data; the Classic McEliece ciphertext includes plaintext confirmation.
To summarize, the NTRU Prime public key here must fit into 1280 − 226 = 1054 bytes, and
below this we want to leave extra space for flexibility—for example, 48 bytes to accommodate
IPv6+UDP header information.
Ranking parameters with 0.25 ≤ w/p ≤ 0.5 and p log256 q ≤ 1054 consistently produces the
following top two results:
• (653, 4621, 288), with w/p ≈ 0.44 and p log256 q ≈ 993.702; 60 bytes of flexibility.
• (647, 3559, 222), with w/p ≈ 0.34 and p log256 q ≈ 954.103; 99 bytes of flexibility.
We select (653, 4621, 288).
A looser performance requirement. Internet packets are normally transmitted through
links that actually allow 1500-byte packets. The reason for the 1280-byte packet-size limit in
IPv6 (and the reason that slightly larger packets often encounter failures) is that transmitting
IPv6 packets through non-IPv6 networks often ends up wrapping each packet in a noncryptographic tunnel, consuming extra space in each packet. This also occurs to a smaller
extent with IPv4.
Imagine that, in the long term, tunnel overhead is systematically reduced below 64 bytes,
allowing 1436-byte packets to be safely transmitted through the Internet. Ranking parameter
sets with p log256 q ≤ 1436 gives the following top two candidates:
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BKZ model
memory cost
ignoring hybrid
including hybrid
ignoring hybrid
including hybrid
ignoring hybrid
including hybrid
ignoring hybrid
including hybrid
ignoring hybrid
including hybrid
ignoring hybrid
including hybrid

pre-quantum
post-quantum
enum
sieving
enum
sieving
free real free real free real free real
292 292 129 174 146 146 117 174
197 239 129 174 139 139 117 160
296 296 130 176 148 148 118 176
195 236 130 176 142 142 118 160
368 368 153 208 185 185 139 208
230 277 153 208 169 169 139 180
364 364 155 210 187 187 140 210
222 275 155 210 168 168 140 185
437 437 175 237 220 220 159 237
262 325 175 237 196 196 159 208
429 429 176 239 222 222 160 239
256 318 176 239 196 196 160 209

kem/sntrup653
kem/ntrulpr653
kem/sntrup761
kem/ntrulpr761
kem/sntrup857
kem/ntrulpr857

Table 2: For each selected parameter set, various estimates of security levels against known
attacks. Warnings: Memory is not free. Attackers will not ignore hybrid attacks if those are
the most cost-effective attacks. Both “enum” and “sieving” use questionable formulas. See
Section 6 for further caveats regarding these numbers.

• (857, 5167, 322), with w/p ≈ 0.38 and p log256 q ≈ 1321.40; 114 bytes of flexibility.
• (863, 4111, 256), with w/p ≈ 0.30 and p log256 q ≈ 1295.07; 140 bytes of flexibility.
These candidates do not have a consistent ranking across security estimates. Estimates
that ignore hybrid attacks usually rank the 863 parameter set higher, while estimates that
take hybrid attacks into account usually rank the 857 parameter set higher. Estimates
that account for hybrid attacks and for the real cost of memory consistently rank the 857
parameter set higher. We thus select the (857, 5167, 322) parameter set. The same parameter
set was also noted by Schanck in [85].
Table of estimates for selected parameter sets. See Table 2. To help the reader verify
this table, and to provide a foundation for further improvements in the estimates, we are
posting a script [22] that computes all 16 estimates. The script takes a total of 3 + 5 + 7
minutes on one laptop core for our three Streamlined NTRU Prime parameter sets. It takes
several times longer for our three NTRU LPRime parameter sets; recall that Product NTRU
gives the attacker more flexibility than Quotient NTRU in choosing lattice ranks. The table
rounds each estimate down to the nearest integer.
As noted in Section 6.11, there are 13 non-redundant estimates: “pre-quantum enum
free/real ignoring hybrid” are the same, “post-quantum enum free/real ignoring hybrid”
are the same, and “pre/post-quantum sieving real ignoring hybrid” are the same. More of
the estimates match for our selected parameter sets: hybrid attacks reduce the estimates for
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“enum” and for “post-quantum sieving real” but usually not for other “sieving” columns.
Some numbers are included in the table primarily for comparability to [4]. The largest
numbers are for “pre-quantum enum ignoring hybrid”, but those numbers are superseded
by hybrid attacks. The smallest numbers are for “post-quantum sieving free”, but those
numbers ignore the cost of memory and, even more extreme, the cost of QRAM.
We again emphasize that there are many ways that all of the estimates are, or could be,
overestimating the cost of known attacks, and many ways that the estimates are, or could
be, underestimating the cost of known attacks. For example, the Streamlined NTRU Prime
estimates seem to overcount rotations; see Section 6.5. This particular effect cannot make
more than about 10 bits of difference in our security estimates, but other effects could be
larger, and there are many effects that need further study. See generally Section 6.
Looking beyond known attacks. We also emphasize that advances in attacks could
reduce costs below the actual costs of known attacks (which in turn could be above or
below current estimates of the costs of known attacks). One can optimistically hope that
advances will merely eliminate existing overheads—for example, a variant of sieving with
lower communication costs would reduce the gap between “real” and “free”—but what is
much more worrisome is the possibility of larger breakthroughs.
NIST has written that “submitters of algorithms where the complexity of the best known
attack has recently decreased significantly, or is otherwise poorly understood, should be
especially conservative” in assigning cryptosystems to categories. Clearly the precondition
applies to lattice-based cryptography in general, but it is not at all clear how to quantify
“especially conservative”. We originally assigned our (761, 4591) parameter sets to NIST’s
Category 5, while various other proposals assigned similar parameter sets to NIST’s Category
3; we have decided to reassign this parameter set to Category 3 to avoid spending time on
disputes about what “especially conservative” means. To prevent misunderstanding of this
change in category, we emphasize that the only speedups in attacks against NTRU Prime
since its original publication have been speedups applicable to a much wider range of latticebased cryptosystems, whereas the opposite is not true: some other lattice-based systems
have suffered from serious attacks that have not affected NTRU Prime. Quantitatively, the
smallest number listed in Table 2 for (761, 4591) is 2139 quantum “operations”, while a Grover
attack against AES-256 would use just 2128 quantum “operations”.

8
8.1

Expected strength (2.B.4) for each parameter set
Parameter set kem/sntrup653

Category 2.
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8.2

Parameter set kem/sntrup761

Category 3.

8.3

Parameter set kem/sntrup857

Category 4.

8.4

Parameter set kem/ntrulpr653

Category 2.

8.5

Parameter set kem/ntrulpr761

Category 3.

8.6

Parameter set kem/ntrulpr857

Category 4.

9

Advantages and limitations (2.B.6)

There are several proposals of lattice-based cryptosystems that appear to provide high security with keys and ciphertexts fitting into just a few kilobytes. This proposal is designed
to have the smallest attack surface, minimizing the number of avenues available to cryptanalysts. Some recent attacks against lattice-based cryptosystems rely on homomorphisms
eliminated by this proposal.
At the same time this proposal provides unusually small sizes and excellent speed. One of
the reasons for this performance is that this proposal provides the flexibility to target any
desired lattice dimension rather precisely, without the “jumps” that appear in most proposals. Future advances in understanding the exact security level of lattice-based cryptography
will allow this proposal to be tuned accordingly.
Beware, however, that there are other recent attacks against lattice-based cryptography,
including impressive advances against SVP. As noted before, the security of lattice-based
cryptography is not well understood. This is a general limitation of lattice-based cryptography. The same limitation is shared by many—but not all—post-quantum proposals.
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Additional comments for round 2. Are users going to end up deploying a post-quantum
system that turns out to be devastatingly insecure, allowing feasible attacks? Quite possibly,
yes. Experience suggests that the most likely way for this to happen is as follows:
• as a direct result of design decisions, security review of the post-quantum system will
be much more complicated than necessary;
• as a result, the limited human resources available for security review will run out of
time to seriously review everything;
• as a result, serious vulnerabilities will be missed simply because nobody ever looked
at the relevant weakness in the attack surface.
As an analogy, OCB2 was broken in 2018, 14 years after a security “proof” at Asiacrypt
and 9 years after ISO standardization. The attacks are simple and fast, but this does not
mean that they were easy to find: OCB2 is only one of many cryptographic standards, and it
has many interacting components that needed attack analysis. Compared to serious security
review for OCB2, serious security review for post-quantum systems is another big step up
in difficulty, further increasing the risk of security disasters.
The breadth of the attack surface in lattice-based cryptography is illustrated by new attacks
published after the beginning of round 1, such as the following:
• Laarhoven and Mariano [64] saved “between a factor 20 to 40 in the time complexity
for SVP”.
• Bai, Stehlé, and Wen [13] introduced a new BKZ variant that “produces bases of better
quality” for the “same cost assigned to the underlying SVP-solver”.
• Aono, Nguyen, and Shen [11] adapted “recent quantum tree algorithms by Montanaro
and Ambainis–Kokainis” to the context of enumeration.
• Anvers, Vercauteren, and Verbauwhede [41] showed that “an attacker can significantly
reduce the security of (Ring/Module)-LWE/LWR based schemes that have a relatively
high failure rate”.
• Another paper by Anvers, Vercauteren, and Verbauwhede [40] showed that, for LAC128, “the failure rate is 248 times bigger than estimated under the assumption of
independence”.
• Hamburg estimated that an initial design of Round5, at its highest claimed security
level, actually had failure rate 2−55 , presumably allowing attacks with a number of
ciphertexts only moderately above 255 .
• Pellet-Mary, Hanrot, and Stehlé [76] broke through the previously claimed halfexponential approximation-factor barrier for number-theoretic attacks against IdealSVP. (The attack of [76] relies on an exponential-time precomputation involving the
S-unit lattice; but the attack from Campbell–Groves–Shepherd [32] has a much faster
precomputation for cyclotomic fields in the case S = {}, so perhaps there is a similarly
fast precomputation for cyclotomic fields for more general S.)
A security reviewer needs to absorb a tremendous amount of recent material simply to
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evaluate the security of lattice-based cryptography against known attacks, and then needs
to evaluate the risks of further attacks. Given the number of different attack avenues and
the volume of recent progress, it is not reasonable to think that all of the attack avenues
have been adequately explored.
For comparison, it is much easier to understand the state-of-the-art attacks against, e.g., the
Classic McEliece system. However, Classic McEliece does not work for applications where a
public key needs to fit into (e.g.) a single 1280-byte IPv6 packet.
Every small post-quantum proposal is risky. Every lattice-based proposal forces security
reviewers to consider the complicated, unstable picture of general lattice attacks. But most
lattice-based proposals also force security reviewers to worry about, e.g., decryption failures.
(Were failure probabilities calculated correctly? How do the calculations take account of
error correction? Can attackers find ciphertexts more likely to fail? How does this interact
with quantum computation? Do security proofs correctly account for failures?) We are
aware of nine round-1 submissions without decryption failures:
• BIG QUAKE (code-based, not in round 2)
• Classic McEliece (code-based)
• DAGS (code-based, not in round 2)
• NTRU-HRSS-KEM (lattice-based)
• NTRU Prime (lattice-based)
• NTS-KEM (code-based)
• Odd Manhattan (lattice-based, not in round 2)
• pqRSA (factoring-based, not in round 2)
• RQC (code-based)
Only two of these are lattice-based submissions that progressed to round 2. More submissions
could adjust parameters to avoid decryption failures, but the broader point is that this
submission was systematically designed from the outset to simplify the task of security
reviewers—subject to the requirement of being a small lattice-based system.
Most lattice-based proposals rely on number fields with small Galois groups, giving tools
to the attacker that are not necessary for small lattice-based systems. Five years ago these
tools broke the usual cyclotomic case of Gentry’s original FHE system at STOC 2009, as
noted earlier. Followup work has used the same tools for state-of-the-art attacks against a
wider range of lattice problems. Security reviewers are forced to ask whether the same tools
will damage the security of, e.g., the small-Galois-group case of Ring-LWE.
There were eight round-1 lattice-based encryption proposals that do not rely on number fields
with small Galois groups. (Three Bears is sometimes counted as a lattice submission, and
the number field it uses is not a cyclotomic field, but the number field still has a small Galois
group, so Three Bears is not in this list.) Here is one illustrative example of a parameter set
from each proposal, showing public-key size + ciphertext size:
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• Streamlined NTRU Prime 4591761 :

1218 bytes + 1047 bytes.

• LOTUS 128 (not in round 2):

658944 bytes + 1144 bytes.

• Titanium CCA lite (not in round 2):

14720 bytes + 3008 bytes.

• Round2 n1 l1:

3455 bytes + 4837 bytes.

• Frodo 640:

9616 bytes + 9736 bytes.

• EMBLEM II.c (not in round 2):

10016 bytes + 14792 bytes.

• Lizard N663 (not in round 2):

1390592 bytes + 10896 bytes.

• Odd Manhattan 128 (not in round 2):

1626240 bytes + 180224 bytes.

NIST has advocated diversity to protect against the possibility that “a single type of attack
will eliminate the bulk of the candidates remaining in the standardization process”. If small
Galois groups are broken then only three lattice-based encryption proposals will survive, and
NTRU Prime will be the only survivor that can fit a public key into an Internet packet.
If all number fields are broken without regard to the Galois structure, then every small
lattice-based proposal is broken, and the only remaining lattice-based proposals are much
larger “unstructured” proposals such as Frodo. NTRU Prime starts from the requirement
of being a small lattice-based system, and then reduces the attack surface subject to this
requirement.
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Figure 8: Estimated post-quantum security level against known attacks, assuming
enumeration-based model of BKZ-β cost, assuming free access to memory. Horizontal axis:
p log256 q. Label: p, w/p. Log scale. Red: Ignoring hybrid attacks. Blue: Accounting for all
attacks. See text for caveats regarding estimates.
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Figure 9: Estimated post-quantum security level against known attacks, assuming
enumeration-based model of BKZ-β cost, accounting for real cost of memory. Horizontal
axis: p log256 q. Label: p, w/p. Log scale. Red: Ignoring hybrid attacks. Blue: Accounting
for all attacks. See text for caveats regarding estimates.
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Figure 10: Estimated post-quantum security level against known attacks, assuming sievingbased model of BKZ-β cost, assuming free access to memory. Horizontal axis: p log256 q.
Label: p, w/p. Log scale. Red: Ignoring hybrid attacks. Blue: Accounting for all attacks.
See text for caveats regarding estimates.
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Figure 11: Estimated post-quantum security level against known attacks, assuming sievingbased model of BKZ-β cost, accounting for real cost of memory. Horizontal axis: p log256 q.
Label: p, w/p. Log scale. Red: Ignoring hybrid attacks. Blue: Accounting for all attacks.
See text for caveats regarding estimates.
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